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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this field study is to gain an increased knowledge and understanding regarding 

how Western Cape-based companies work with Employer Branding towards black students by 

describing, analyzing and concluding the included processes.  

To reach this purpose a qualitative method was used by interviewing three different 

representatives from Western Cape companies and one consultant agency working with the 

concept of employer branding as well as focus group discussions with students from universities 

in Western Cape.  

The theoretical framework involves an own-designed model including the different concepts 

relevant for our study: Talent Management, Diversity Management and Employer Branding in 

which the latter has been given the most focus. The empirical data includes how the participants 

perceive the Employer Branding work towards students in a Western Cape context: the black 

talent challenge.   

The analysis chapter follows the structure of the theory chapter and the empirical data is 

compared and analyzed from to the different concepts in the theoretical framework.  The 

analysis demonstrates that companies in Western Cape tend to overestimate their Employer 

Branding efforts in terms of resources and variety. Our findings show that the black students in 

our study felt dissatisfaction with the Employer Branding efforts from Western Cape companies.  

The analysis show clear patterns that Employer Branding in the Western Cape area have a 

strong ethnicity diversity focus and especially around fulfilling legal requirements.  The 

collaboration between companies and universities in Western Cape could improve drastically 

according to our empirical findings.  

Finally this thesis provides a few recommendations for further research as well as for the 

Western Cape companies.  

 
 
Keywords: Employer Branding, Diversity Management, South Africa, Talent Attraction, Students, 
Western Cape, Graduate Recruitment, Communication Channels 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the subject of this thesis, starting with a background of the 

factors relevant to the complex talent challenge in Western Cape, South Africa. This will be followed 

by a problem discussion and a presentation of the research questions. The last part of this chapter 

will contain the purpose of this study and the delimitations. 

1.1 Worldwide talent shortness and the need for Employer Branding (EB) 

Worldwide today, the actors of the labor market are heavily influenced by the increasing 

globalization and the intense competition (De Waal, 2007). Advances in technology, a shift 

towards a more information based society and globalization are driving forces behind a 

widespread change in employment patterns (Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 2005). The mobility on the 

labor market has increased markedly in line with these factors and put demands on the 

companies’ ability to adapt to these conditions (Rosethorn, 2009). Add that the people of the 

organization is commonly pointed out as the most valuable asset and a crucial tool for 

competitive advantage, it is not hard to see why an organization’s ability to attract and retain the 

right competence has become critical (Lindmark & Önnevik, 2011, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004).  

At the same time there is an increased competition for skilled employees, so called talents that 

organizations are struggling to attract, recruit, engage and retain (Rosethorn, 2009).  According 

to Ewing Pitt, de Bussy and Berthon (2002) there is a shortage of skilled talents and the talent 

crisis will increase even further in the future as four talents will exit the job market and only one 

talent will enter. In addition talents today are more demanding and aware than ever before 

requiring organizations to different themselves from their competitors (Rosethorn, 2009).  

Talent Management is a people management process in which organizations are attracting, 

developing and retaining talents (Rosethorn, 2009, Yaqub & Khan, 2011). A concept closely 

linked to and a part of the Talent Management process is Employer Branding (EB); creating, 

managing and communicating the organization’s employer brand to potential, current and 

former employees (Rosethorn, 2009, Caligiuri, Colakoglu, Cerdin & Sook Kim, 2010).  The 

employer brand term, stemming from brand marketing but adopted by HRM-practitioners, 

refers to associations and perceptions regarding the organization as an employer and can be a 

powerful weapon in the overall Talent Management strategy (Chapman, Uggerlev, Carroll, 

Piasentin, and Jones, 2005). Even though EB should be applied to a broad labor base studies 

have shown that an attractive EB appeals more highly to skilled workers and is therefore 

particularly important in Talent Management (Arachchige& Robertson, 2011, Uren & Samuel, 
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2007). Although the concept of EB is a relatively new phenomenon it is becoming a widely 

recognized and increasingly frequent used tool amongst various types of organizations 

(Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, Parment and Dyhre, 2009, Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002).  

EB can be divided into external and internal branding where the internal employer brand (IEB) 

focuses on retaining and motivating the current employees by providing an attractive place of 

work and a culture that fosters success. The external EB (EEB) on the other hand is concerned 

with branding the organization as an employer and aim to communicate an organizations 

uniqueness and advantages to potential employees (Arachchige & Robertson, 2011).  A term 

closely related to EEB is Employer Attractiveness (EA) and refers to how attractive and 

beneficial working for a specific employer is perceived by potential employees (Berthon, Ewing 

& Hah, 2005).  

The target groups of EB can be categorized into current employees, previous employees, 

professionals and students. A 2011 report from the world’s largest EB agency, Universum, 

reveals that 74 % of the employers are going to focus their hiring efforts towards recent 

graduates and young professionals. (Universum, 2011). Even though long time experience is 

often a highly demanded criterion among recruiters, reality is that globally there’s a large ageing 

population (D’Addio, Keese & Whitehouse, 2010). Additionally, studies have shown that 

students are more susceptible to early branding and communication strategies than the other 

target groups and educational institutes is one of the most ultimate sources of potential talents 

further motivating EB efforts towards this group as the organizations future talents (Martin, 

Beaumont, Doig & Pate 2004, Yaqub & Khan, 2011).   

This thesis takes its focus on the South African labor market and more specifically the province 

of Western Cape (WC) and its largest city Cape Town. Even though the battle to attract, develop 

and retain talented professionals is worldwide the characteristics of the struggle can vary due to 

different reasons (Caligiuri et al, 2010). South Africa’s and WC’s history and past has made the 

situation on the labor market and the conditions for TM and EB complex and ethnic-focused for 

organizations which we’re going to explain further.  

1.2 Diverse South Africa and its labor market 

The need for talent supply is one of many serious problems in South Africa (Grobler & 

Diedericks, 2009). The talent struggle may not occur accurate to the South African majority; the 

country has giant social problems, enormous economic inequalities and a high crime rate. South 

Africa has more HIV-positive people, 5,38 millions, than any other country in the world, that is 

about 10% of South Africa’s population (Marais, 2011, Statistics South Africa: Mid-year 
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population estimates, 2011). The unemployment rate is 23.9 % among the whole population but 

significantly lower, 6.3 % among people with tertiary education (Statistics South Africa: 

Quarterly Labor Force Survey, 2012). Although South Africa is labeled a development country, 

mainly due to social problems, unequal incomes and high unemployment it is still Africa’s 

economic superpower with an emerging market (Human Development Report, 2011). South 

African labor market as well as the whole South African society is heavenly influenced by past 

events and circumstances, many of which are dramatic and unique (Marais, 2009).  We believe 

that a brief historical overview is required in order to enable a greater understanding for the 

South African context relating to this thesis. 

1.2.1 South Africa in a historical context 

The history of South Africa is filled with dramatic events, conflicts and oppression but also with 

overcoming major difficulties and creating opportunities. Until the mid15th century, when the 

Europeans debarked onto Africa’s southern tip, the population was solely made up from 

different peoples from the African continent. The Dutch and the British would over the fallowing 

centuries become the dominating colonial power in South Africa. In the late 17th century the 

Dutch started to ship slaves over from mostly Asia but also other parts of Africa to make up for 

labor shortage, the ground was then formed for today’s diverse South Africa. In the early 19th 

century the British started to conquer a lot of power and colonization being more urbanized and 

wealthy in contrast to the more rural and simple Boers (farmers in Dutch). (Martin, 2007, 

Beinart, 2001 & Welsh, 2000).  The fractions between the British and the Boers led to the two 

Boer Wars in the late 19th century.  There were also constant ongoing struggles with and among 

the indigenous population, especially the Zulu people were powerful and suppressing other 

African people up north on the continent. 

The formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 did to some extent unite the whites and the 

term swart gevaar (black threat) was heavily used in the debate and by the government. The 

black population, being put through many racially discriminatory laws, started to resistance and 

organizes and in 1923 the South African Native National Congress (ANC) was formed. (Welsh, 

2000). During this time a large part of the country’s population, including whites, lived in 

poverty. (Beinart, 2001). The land was in economic crises and in the 1950’s the government 

introduced the institutionalized discrimination system Apartheid – a term in Afrikaans meaning 

being apart or separated.  Apartheid included legalized race segregation within many domains: 

beaches, buses, hospitals, schools and park benches for example. (Clark & Worger, 2011).   
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The black opposition was heavy, during the 1960’s the ANC and other organizations, as the more 

radical Pan African Congress (PAC) arranged demonstrations, marches and formed military side 

organizations responsible for sabotages and similar acts. The government responded by banning 

the organizations and arrested many of the organizations’ leaders, among them Nelson Mandela, 

leaving the political opinion without leaders. The student organizations during the 1970’s 

introduced the Black Consciousness Movement and the political fight among the black once 

again came to life. (Welsh, 2000). While the international opinion was enormous with sanctions 

and boycotts the government had no intentions abolishing apartheid, instead they talked about 

the threat of the black anarchy, thought it justified police and military actions and tried to lift the 

sanctions. (Clark & Woger, 2011). In the 1980’s the situation became more and more critical for 

the government with a growing opposition within the country, also among whites, and the 

overwhelming opposition internationally affected the country’s economy. The government had 

no choice but declare that the country had outgrown apartheid.  

In 1989 FW Klerk were elected new president and he came to play a major role in South African 

political over the years to come, he declared that the racial discrimination laws were to come to 

an end and that organizations such as ANC and PAC should no longer be banned. The political 

prisoners, Nelson Mandela included were released. The last white-voters-only election entitled 

the government to negotiate a new constitution with the ANC. The country was still instable 

during the negotiations that started in 1991 with violence and protest. Far from all politicians 

and officials were satisfied with the new political orientation the government had initiated. 

(Clark & Woger, 2011, Joyce, 2007).   

The negotiations came to a closure 1993 resulting in equal rights and laws for all the countries 

citizens and FW de Klerk and Nelson Mandela received the Nobel Price the same year for their 

major efforts. 26/27 of April 1994 the old national anthem Die Stem was played while the old 

flag was lowered and the new flag hoisted to the tune of the new anthem Nkosi Sikelel Africa – 

God Bless Africa. In the election the same year ANC got 2/3 of the votes and Nelson Mandela 

became the new president. Mandela stressed the reconciliation attitude, but as the archbishop 

Desmond Tutu claimed: “Without forgiveness there in so future, but without confession there 

can be no forgiveness”. A commission was established offering amnesty to those who confessed 

and promised criminal prosecution for the rest, this led to many confessions, yet a large number 

never came through. (Lapierre, 2009, Clark & Woger, 2011). Mandela resigned as the president 

and leader of ANC in 1997 and was replaced by Mbeki, the government managed to get economy 

growing and the black middle class expanded. Everything was not good though and among the 

problems were the denial of the HIV/AIDS situation and the high unemployment that kept on 
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getting worse. ANC was also infected by intense internal conflicts in 2008 the party got a new 

leader in the former deputy Zuma who became president in 2009 and remains so today. (Clark & 

Woger, 2011, Joyce, 2007). 

Even though a lot has changed since the abolition of Apartheid the country still faces many 

conflicts and problems, socially, politically and economically.  South Africa is though without any 

doubts a more optimistic country than in the past and most South Africans have a strong and 

passionate pride for their country.  The interaction habits from the past still remains to a great 

extent and there are a lot of racial-related debates, especially regarding the labor market. 

(Lapierre, 2009). 

1.2.2South Africa’s labor market post-Apartheid 

Before presenting an overview of the labor market in South Africa one thing need to be point 

out: The discussions regarding South Africa and its labor market tend to be quite ethnicity-

focused which may seem quite inconsequent with the aim towards a country with equality and 

non-racial labels. The fact though is, as seen in the historical overview, that for the people of 

South Africa, especially during the time of Apartheid, it has been all about race, the 

institutionalized injustice was based on it. It would be hard, not to say impossible, to neglect 

these facts and stop grouping during the time of transformation. During the Apartheid-era the 

government systematically excluded all non-whites, and especially the black South Africans, 

from participation in the country's economy which has led to a big challenge for the government 

to overcome these inequalities requiring the use of racial-labels in order to compensate for the 

previous disadvantage groups. (Marais, 2011, Lapierre, 2009, Clark & Wogner, 2011).  Because 

despite the economic growth, a big part of the population in South Africa is poor and the 

economical injustices are among the highest in the world. Post-Apartheid equalization efforts 

have therefore been created for the labor market to involve the previous disadvantaged groups 

in the country’s economy. These efforts include Employment Equity Act (EEA) and Black 

Economic Empowerment policy (BEE), from 2003, later developed to Broad Based Black 

Economic Empowerment (BBBEE). (Marais, 2011, Clark & Woger, 2011). 

The Employment Equity Act from 1998 is a policy requiring companies with more than 50 

employees to strive for equity and avoid unfair discrimination within all levels of the 

organization by consulting the employees, conducting an analysis, and prepare an equity plan 

and report these to the Department of Labor (Wöcke & Sutherland, 2008)  

The 2007 BBBEE policy, first presented in 2003, is a quite complex set of core cards with the aim 

to measure equity efforts for companies with a turnover of R35M or more. The score cards cover 
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several areas such as ownership, management and socioeconomic development and the efforts 

are to be reported annually to certified verification agencies, specializing in BBBEE. Low scores 

are negative for the company, for example it puts the company in risk to get excluded from 

public procurements and can impact their legal security in business relations (Tangri 

&Southhall, 2008, Wöcke & Sutherland, 2008) 

EEA, BBBEE and other equalization efforts have changed the economic, social and political 

landscape in South Africa and the number of black South Africans involved in the economic 

development the has increased tremendously.  The policies are not without debate though, some 

mean that the policies lead to stigmatization of black people and emigration by white 

professionals, so called brain drain,  in South  Africa due to lack of career opportunities. (Wöcke 

& Sutherland, 2008) 

In a talent management aspect the legalizations create a challenging demand for South African 

organizations to employ black professionals. It is challenging since the demand is met by a 

serious undersupply of black talents which can be derived from the part of Apartheid when 

black South Africans, with very few exceptions, where denied access to higher education as well 

as to professional skill positions. (Wöcke and Sutherland, 2008) 

A term frequently used in this context is Diversity Management (DM), a concept with the aim to 

manage workplace diversity in different ways. One is fulfilling legal requirements like, in the 

case of South Africa EEA and BBBEE policies but it also include benefitting from diversity and 

making it a competitive advantage for an organization. Just as with the Talent Management there 

are usually different national and regional challenges in the case of DM. Focuses can include age 

diversity, gender diversity and ethnic diversity among many other forms of diversity. Due to 

South Africa’s history and past the natural focus for past-Apartheid South Africa is the ethnic 

diversity. (Shen, Chanda, D’netto& Monga, 2009). McGregor (2011) England (2012) and Lundy 

(2009) argue that WC as a province has a diversity-related talent challenge that differs from 

other parts of South Africa, a complex challenge that has no obvious solutions but has to be 

tackled from different angles.    

1.3 Western Cape’s complex talent challenge 

WC is one of South Africa’s nine provinces and is like many other parts of South Africa facing the 

worldwide challenge of attracting, developing and retaining talents. WC, and especially its 

biggest city Cape Town, is after the provinces Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal the province that 

makes the highest contribution, 14,5%, to South Africa’s GDP (Statistics South Africa: Mid-year 

population estimates, 2011). As mentioned earlier South Africa is struggling to transform the 
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labor market according to the country’s demographic. This means that previous disadvantaged 

groups, especially black South Africans as they historically where the most discriminated group, 

should take a greater part in the economy by for example holding managerial and specialist 

positions (Horwitz & Jain, 2011). This is a national problem for South Africa in general and for 

WC in particular, a province that is confronted with a severe black talent struggle (England, 

2012, Lundy, 2009). So what makes WC more prone to a black talent challenge? The problem is 

multifaceted and complex, and different explanations have been offered which we will explain 

further.  The reasons are derived by a much greater context than just the workplace itself; there 

are so many surrounding factors that have to be taken under consideration when an employee is 

searching for a job position. These factors include the geographic area where the job is situated, 

social aspect and what possibilities there are for employee’s families (Sutherland, Torricelli & 

Karg, 2002). Therefore we will make a distinction between two main areas that identifies the 

black talent struggle for WC: cultural related reasons and career related reasons.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:Western Cape Talent Challenge: Career-related reasons and Culture related reasons (created by 
the authors based on England, 2012, Lundy, 2009, Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002) 

1.3.1 Cultural related reasons 

The population of WC differs a lot from the rest of South Africa which is clearly illustrated by the 

fallowing statistical pie charts.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:The population of South Africa and Western Cape by group (created by the authors based on 
Statistics South Africa: Mid-year population estimates, 2011). 
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WC is the only province where blacks are not in majority, instead the coloreds are, due to the 

large amount of slaves that where brought to the former Cape Colony (England, 2012, Lapierre, 

2009, Statistics South Africa: Mid-year population estimates, 2011). Despite this WC and Cape 

Town in particular, is perceived as a white city (Hamlyn, 2009, England, 2012). Lundy (2009) 

also claims that Cape Town is a very segregated city, both when it comes to living locations and 

socializing habits. Some would even argue that Cape Town is perceived a bit racist and a cold 

and unwelcoming city for black people. This would especially apply to the black professional 

middle class since Cape Town, unlike Johannesburg for example, never had a significant middle 

class of professionals. (England, 2012, Hamlyn, 2009, Lundy, 2009). Even though the segregation 

also affects the coloreds McGregor, (2011) and Lundy (2009) means that is not by far as much a 

problem since there are other factors assimilating the coloreds into the professional arena. Most 

coloreds speak Afrikaans and so does a majority of the white population of WC while most black 

people talk Xhosa, consequently black people from other provinces tend to feel left out since 

they do not speak Afrikaans (Lundy, 2009). Caligiuri et al (2010) explains that culture unite 

people through common understandings, experiences, traditions and values. The diversity and 

multi-culture of WC where blacks are not a majority can therefore be seen as a problem for the 

attraction of black talents since this can create a feeling of not belonging and a need to be with 

people sharing the same culture and language (Lundy, 2009, McGregor, 2011).  

1.3.2 Career related reasons 

In addition to the cultural related reasons there is also career related reasons making WC extra 

fragile to black talent attraction and retention. Compared to the Gauteng province there are 

fewer head offices and companies in WC and that does not benefit the previous mentioned lack 

of a black professional middle class. There is also a perception about Cape Town as a slow city, a 

place where you go to for holiday and retirement whereas Johannesburg for example is seen as a 

place to pursue a career. (England, 2012, Lundy, 2009). Another career-related factor that 

probably has an influence on black talents to neglect Cape Town in favor for other cities is the 

significant lower salaries. The annual salary in Johannesburg is R234 651but for Cape Town it’s 

only R177 800 which is almost 25% less, but the living and property costs are fairly the same 

(Wasserman, 2010). Hamlyn (2009) and Lundy (2009) also mentions the lack of black role 

models and mentors as an important factor that effects the black talent attraction and retention, 

and according to Olsen (2010) and Sutherland, Torricelli and Karg (2002) role models and 

mentors plays an important role, especially for young professionals and people from an ethnic 

group that is a minority at the workplace. 
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1.4 Problem discussion 

As mention earlier there is a worldwide struggle for attracting, developing and retaining talents 

and Chapman et al (2005) mean that EB could be a useful weapon in the war for talent. South 

Africa in general and WC in particular seems to be challenged with diversity related talent 

problems, more specifically black talents. In the case of WC there are both cultural related and 

career related reasons for this problem and they can both be derived to the demographic and 

historical setting of the province. (Lundy, 2009, England, 2012). The black talent problem has 

been brought up in several articles, all agreeing that the problem involves both attraction and 

retaining, has several reasons and that action has to be taken, but that there is no one-way 

solution. (Lundy, 2009, Hamlyn, 2009, McGregor, 2011 & England, 2012). They further address 

the problem to different actors: the companies to take a more proactive approach, to the city of 

Cape Town and province of WC, lacking a strong business brand, to brand itself as a place for 

black talents and for the population to make black talents feel welcome and appreciated. Lundy 

(2009) also writes in his essay: “Where are Cape Town’s Black Professionals?” that efforts 

should be taken to “Encouraging links between local universities and businesses to ensure that 

students are connected to local opportunities, thus keeping more of them here upon graduation”. 

WC, with four universities outnumbers the other provinces and in addition the province has 

more educated people than the national average. The four universities are The University of the 

Western Cape, University of Cape Town, University of Stellenbosch and Cape Peninsula 

University of Technology. The total number of students on these universities studying business 

or law is approximately 26 000, add students from other disciplines such as engineering and 

social science and the number of future professionals becomes even higher.  (South Africa info, 

2012, Statistics South Africa: Quarterly Labor Force Survey, 2012). Searching on the websites of 

these universities and larger Cape-based companies we find little or no information about EB 

efforts towards students or student communication in general, an experience we share with Guy 

Lundy and Libby Ferrandi, both from Accelerate.  According to Martin et al (2004) and Yaqub & 

Khan (2011) educational institutes are a premier source when it comes to talent attraction and 

recruitment and that students are more susceptible to EB.  D’Addio, Keese and Whitehouse 

(2010) mean that the demand for graduate recruitment also increases with the aging population 

and the world wide talent shortage (Universum, 2011). The talent shortage in WC is extra urgent 

in the case of black talents since the demand for them is extremely high. The 2011 Candidate 

Survey from the South African Graduate Recruitment Association SAGRA reveals that 60 % of 

the South African university graduates have more than one job offer upon graduation.  The same 

survey also points out employee reputation, a term closely linked to EB, as one of the most 

valued aspects when applying for a job.  Previous studies have shown that workplace minorities 
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place more importance at feeling connection to the companies Employer Brand and DM 

strategies (Knouse, 2009).   These are additional arguments for targeting external EB efforts 

towards black students. As pointed out earlier there are several reasons for why black talents 

are not seeing WC as their first choice for pursuing a career. The cultural reasons includes a 

feeling of not belonging and lack of social networks for them and their families. We believe that 

some of these boundaries are less critical for black students at WC universities as they probably 

already have some kind of network and usually not yet formed a family. CRF Institute South 

Africa (2012) conducted a study within their 2011/2012 Best Employers campaign revealing 

that 95% of the companies in South Africa state talent management as the prioritized key 

strategy, and the case should, according to previous mentioned articles, be no less important for 

WC companies.  Another survey of interest is the Graduate Recruitment Survey 2011 from 

(SAGRA) that reveals that South African employers are planning to enlarge vacancies open for 

graduates in 2012 and that graduates where seen as an important source for the future talent 

pool.  To summarize we believe that black students from universities in the WC area are a talent 

source that is not being fully utilized and therefore trust that companies in this area could 

benefit from a more proactive EB approach towards black students. Due to the problems 

complexity we are however forced to have a more general perspective to some extent.  

1.5 Primary research question 

How do Western Cape companies use EB to attract black students studying at Western-Cape 

universities? 

1.5.1 Sub questions 

1 How are Western Cape companies working with their Employer Brand to attract black 

students/graduates?  

2 How is the Employer Branding-work from Western Cape-based companies perceived 

and preferred by black university students in the Western Cape area? 

1.6 Purpose 

The purpose of this field study is to gain an increased knowledge and understanding regarding 

how WC-based companies work with Employer Branding towards black students by describing, 

analyzing and concluding the included processes.  

1.7 Delimitations 

This study focuses on how WC companies work with Employer Branding in order to attract 

black students. Companies, students and a specialized agency are represented in this thesis to 
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provide their perspective and we have made the choice not to present the universities 

perspective since there is a limited amount of space in a thesis. The Employer Brand cannot be 

completely isolated from the product- or service brand and the corporate brand but due to the 

same reason just mentioned we decided to exclude a more comprehensive branding aspect. 

Another limitation we made early in the process was to concentrate our study to the WC 

province since the black talent struggle is most severe in that province and because  

we didn’t have the resources to grasp all provinces in the relatively large country of South Africa.  
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2. METHOD 

In the method chapter we aim to explain different methods and motivate our choices of methods. 

We will explain our research approach, research method and research strategy. We will also 

describe how we have collected our empirical data through triangulation where we have had 

individual interviews with representatives from three different WC companies, one representative 

from a consultant agency and had focus group interviews with students. Thereafter we will discuss 

the validity and reliability of our choice of method and finally an ethical discussion will be 

conducted.  

 

This thesis is a multiple case study that has been conducted with an abductive approach with 

mostly deductive elements. Before going to SA and gathering our empirical data we made a 

thorough literature review of existing theories and our aim was to investigate whether 

companies in Western Cape worked with Employer Branding (EB) as it is explained in the 

literature. However, whilst gathering the empirical data we found that existing theories were not 

satisfactory in addressing our problem. Consequently some inductive elements have been added 

in terms of an own-designed model which includes both EB and Diversity Management (DM) 

elements. The study has further been approached through a triangulation method, using 

qualitative individual interviews with representatives from three different companies in 

Western Cape and a consultant agency with a broad knowledge in the field of Talent 

Management (TM) as well as focus group interviews with students from local universities. We 

believed that the triangulation method would answer our research purpose in a satisfying way 

as we wanted to get a holistic view of how companies in the Western Cape area and black 

students at Western-Cape universities can be linked through EB.  We also wanted to get an idea 

how this work is perceived by the representatives from WC companies and black students in 

WC. As we wanted an objective view on how WC companies work with EB and DM we also 

interviewed one representative from a consultant agency. The data has predominantly been 

collected from primary sources but secondary sources as web pages and different documents 

and publications from the companies and the consultant agency have been used to complement 

the interviews.   

2.1 Research approach 

There are different approaches in which a study can be done to explain the connection between 

theory and practice: inductive, deductive and abductive (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2007, Patel & 

Davidson, 2008). With an inductive approach the researchers want to improve existing theories 
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or form new ones from the reality using gathered empirical data. This approach is often used 

when there are little previous research made and is based on the researcher’s ability to form 

his/her own hypothesis and theories from gathered information (Merriam, 2009, Bryman & Bell, 

2005). As well as this is regarded to be a big strength in the inductive approach it is also 

recognized to be its biggest weakness as it disregards previous findings and is rather based on 

the researcher’s own interpretations. The deductive approach on the other hand is often 

criticized for being too formed and static to existing theories and thereby limiting the 

researcher’s motivation to find more suitable theories and make his/her own interpretations 

about his/her findings (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2007). This can be explained by that the 

deductive approach is based on existing theories which is tested in a specific area and the 

researcher merely wants to gather empirical facts to confirm or discharge the hypothesis that 

he/she has made from that existing knowledge. On the other hand the deductive approach, with 

its strict theoretical framework, permits the researcher to stay relatively objective to the 

problem (Patel & Davidson, 2008). As we wanted to be as objective as possible to our research 

problem and not be carried away in its complexity and injustice we intended to be solely 

deductive in our research. However, the complex and sensitive problem requested that we 

altered and modified existing theories in the area in order to better understand and approach 

the problem. Thus, we have been alternating between existing theories and practice which is 

called an abductive approach to a problem. The abductive approach can be explained as the 

combination of the deductive and inductive approach (Denscombe, 2009, Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2007). It allows the researcher to move between theories and practice and both use existing 

theories and modify these when needed which we believe has been beneficial for our study. This 

as our model combines the concept of EB and DM and is based on existing theories but modified 

after gathering empirical data to contain the most important entities to understand, answer and 

explain our problem.  

2.2 Research method 

In order to understand, design and conduct research studies, Merriam (2009) and Bryman and 

Bell (2005) describe two different research methods: the qualitative- and the quantitative 

research method. The quantitative research method is often explained as being experimental 

and a statistical research approach as it is concerned with quantity and accountability and 

answers questions as “how many” and “how much” (Merriam, 2009). In this method the 

researcher wants to transform gathered information about a phenomenon to numbers and from 

these numbers generalize the result. Thus, the focus lies on hard data, the tangibles and 

reliability of numbers and is therefore most often used in natural science based researches 
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(Trost, 2010, Denscombe, 2009). We have not used the quantitative research method in this 

thesis as we did not intend to generalize our result but sought to explain the phenomenon and 

entities that was relevant for our research.  

Instead we have used the qualitative research method. The qualitative research method in 

contrast to the quantitative focuses on softer data and is concerned with how people think, feel, 

interpret and make sense of their surrounding world. This research method is often used when 

the researcher want to obtain a greater understanding of the problem through social 

correlations as it confronts the “why” and “how” questions in a study (Bryman & Bell, 2005, Yin, 

2009). The qualitative method is also more adequate in studies concerning Human Resource 

Management subjects since focus lies on the social and personal factors and not numbers and 

accountability (Andersson, 2004). Based on these factors we believed that the qualitative 

method would be a more adequate method to understand, design and construct our study. This, 

as we wanted to gain a greater understanding of how people perceive that the concepts of EB 

and DM are used in order to attract and retain black students and not generalize the result.  In 

the qualitative method interviews, observation, intuitive and experiences from the field is often 

used in order to gather data as they give a chance of greater understanding and room for 

interpretation and analyses (Mirriam, 2009). 

2.3 Research strategy 

In order to further answer our purpose we have used a multiple case study as the research 

strategy as we believed it would let us gather a wide range of information from our selected 

companies and from there discover similarities and hopefully distinguish similar success factors 

between the companies. In the case study the researcher studies the phenomena taken in its 

reality through different cases in order to gather the empirical data. It allows the researcher to 

attain a greater understanding of complex social events as it is taken from actual occurrences 

(Yin, 2007). According to Yin (2009) a case study is preferable when the aim is to get a 

meaningful and holistic view of a phenomenon and when the research questions aim to answer 

how or why questions. As we want to get an understanding of how companies in Western Cape 

can use their EB and DM we believe that a case study would be the most sufficient strategy to 

gather our empirical data. Yin (2007) argues that a multiple case study will spread the 

information intake and the researchers avoid being too influenced by a specific company. 

However as we wanted to gain a deeper understanding of how companies work with these 

questions and not generalize the result we chose to have a limited group of companies and 

instead have more elaborated and in-depth interviews with representatives from these few 

selected companies.  This is also the why we chose only one consultant agency but assured that 
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this agency holds a high grade of expertise. Yin (2007) also claims that the best way of gathering 

information in a qualitative multiple case studies is through interviews.  

2.4 Collection of empirical data 

As Yin (2007) suggests we have used interviews as a main tool in gathering our empirical data 

which has been complemented with different secondary sources such as documents and web 

pages. We have conducted individual in-depth interviews with HR-people in three companies in 

the WC area who will not be revealed with their names as they clearly requested to be 

anonymous. Instead we will call the companies, Int Assessment Group (IAG), WC Finance Corp 

(WCFC) and Cape Retailers ltd (CRL). We have also conducted focus group interviews with black 

students from the Western Cape’s different universities, including University of Stellenbosch, 

University of Western Cape, Cape Peninsula University of Technology and University of Cape 

Town. The focus group interviews were made in order to gather information regarding the 

students view, perceptions and values within our thesis subject. In addition we have conducted 

an interview with a Western Cape-based consultant agency, they also demanded anonymity in 

order to participate and we’ve chosen to call them TalMan. We chose to interview TalMan as 

they have broad knowledge in the field of TM, including EB and DM and great knowledge in the 

WC labor market as they have many WC companies as their clients we believed that TalMan 

would be a reliable source.  

All interviews were conducted during April and May in the Western Cape area. Non off the 

interviews were recorded since this was a condition for participation from the interviewees. We 

also got the advice in our MFS preparation class not to use recording and to be clear that our 

participants would be anonymous. They explained that people in South Africa still tend to be 

conspiratorial and suspicious and that recording could have a significant negative effect on the 

interviews as credibility could be lost.  

In interviews focus lies on the answers of the respondent and is not about generalizing the result 

(Yin, 2009). Interviews allow the respondent to elaborate his/hers answers and give the 

interviewers the opportunity to explain and make questions more clear in order to reduce the 

chance of misunderstandings. We believed that interviews would answer our research problem 

in a satisfying way as we did not want to generalize but understand how our chosen companies 

view their EB-work as well as how it is perceived by targeted students. Both the individual and 

the group interviews were further conducted accordingly with a well-designed semi-structured 

interview guide that was designed in collaboration with a HR-specialist from a Western Cape 

organization, although not from one of the participating companies.  A semi-structured 
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interview guide give room for more elaborated answers since the respondent can talk more 

freely about the subject according to Lantz (2007).   

2.4.1 Triangulation 

Approaching a problem through having more than one source of data is called triangulation, and 

implies that more than one method or sources of data have been used to study a social 

phenomena’s (Bryman & Bell, 2005). Bryman and Bell (2005) also state that a combination of 

different sources for gathering methods are preferable when conducting a research study as it 

will give a broader understanding and a more reliable result. They further argue that it is a 

constructive way of securing the validity of a research. The triangulation approach gave us the 

opportunity to approach our research problem from three different perspectives and combine 

views from different focus groups with the individual qualitative interviews which we believe 

have been beneficial to our study. This as it has made the study more reliable, has given us a 

deeper understanding about the phenomena and has made the analysis process easier. We have 

also been able to see if the result from the different qualitative individual interviews has been 

consistent with the different focus groups perceptions and thereby tested the validity in the 

respondents answer (Lantz, 2007).  

2.4.2 Individual interviews 

We interviewed Mr. Johnson from IAG, Mr. William from WCFC and Mrs. Miller from CRL. From 

the consulting agency TalMan we interviewed Mr. Clark. In our analysis we have not considered 

the gender or ethnicity of our interviewees. We are aware that this can inflict on our result but 

as we have limited space in this essay and since our interviewees are representing their 

company and not themselves we chose not to take this into consideration. The interviews with 

the companies and were conducted from a semi-structured interview guide as we wanted all the 

companies to have the same possibility to answer the same question but also give them a chance 

to elaborate their answers. The interview guide for TalMan was also semi-structured but 

developed so it would answer our research question. Lantz (2007) stresses that how the 

interview guide is structured influence the interviewee’s answers and further say that there are 

three different interview guide designs: the highly structured, the semi-structured and the 

unstructured. In the informal unstructured guide the interviewer do not have any prepared 

question at hand but instead have a topic which the interviewer and the interviewees discuss.  

The highly structured on the other hand has well-prepared question where the interviewees 

ability to elaborate their answers are restricted. We chose to use the semi-structured interview 

as it gives the interviewer a guide about what topics to discuss even though the questions do not 

need to follow a specific order (Merriam, 2009, Lantz, 2007). Further, we begun the interviews 
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with broad open-ended questions to get the interviewee and the interviewer more relaxed and 

give the interviewee the opportunity to lead the answers to more specific topics. The more 

specific and sensitive questions were saved to the end of the interview. Lantz, (2007) stresses 

the importance of creating trust and a relationship between the interviewer and interviewee in 

order to get honest and well developed answers and starting the interview with specific and 

sensitive questions might break that trust. We designed the guide from our research questions 

and the theory we had gathered. After we had concluded our separate notes from the interviews 

the respondents were given the opportunity to see that it was consistent with what they actually 

had said. The analysis of the empirical findings follows the structure of the theoretical chapter so 

when structuring the empirical data we divided the cut up notes into different themes related to 

the theory. We have chosen to include quotations as we wanted to underline important 

empirical findings but we have only included quotations that we both had written down and 

quotations we were not sure about were not included.  

2.4.2 The choice of case companies 

We have decided to locate the study to the Western Cape Province since it is a larger 

metropolitan area with many large companies but also because it is assumed to have even more 

struggle with black talent management than other provinces in South Africa (Lundy 2009).  We 

have further chosen to interview three different companies in the Western Cape area as we 

wanted to get a deeper understanding of how they work with their EB strategies and further 

how they involve diversity aspects into this work.   

The requirements for the choice of companies were that they should qualify for the most 

advanced BBBEE-policies. Enterprises in South Africa are divided into three different categories 

depending on their turnover and companies with a turnover that exceeds R35 Million and more 

than 50 employees are the ones with the most extensive scorecards (Wöcke & Sutherland, 

2008).  Another requirement was that the companies should be large enough to have a 

structured HR-department and that the company should work strategically with EB and DM 

which naturally excludes most companies with less than 50 employees and therefore narrowed 

our selection.  We emailed twenty companies from Sweden and got replies from ten of these 

companies. However, the complexity and sensitivity of our problem did limit the selection 

process.  A majority of the ten companies we came in touch with were indeed very helpful but 

declined participation for different reasons. Some expressed anxiety to be interviewed about 

this subject and a couple of the companies also had policies not to participate in research studies 

and a few companies declined because of lack of time.  Once in South Africa we spoke with five 

companies to tell them more about our study and its purpose, this led to positive feedback from 
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three companies that wished to participate. Two other companies that agreed to be interviewed 

later had to cancel their participation since they didn’t get approval from their managers.  

2.4.4 Choice of consultant agency 

As we wanted a broad view on our research question we wanted to interview someone with 

knowledge of the SA labor market our first approach was to include interviews with career 

counselors at the universities; however, once we had completed these interviews we realized 

that their answers were almost identical with what could be found on the career section on the 

universities web pages. Instead we decided to interview a consulting agency that we had 

correspondence with before going to South Africa as we thought they could provide a more 

nuanced and detailed picture on how companies in Western Cape can work with black talent 

attraction and how they collaborate with universities. With TalMan’s long experience they also 

had great knowledge in the WC labor market and had many WC companies as clients. We 

interviewed Mr. Clark at TalMan’s headquarter.   

2.4.3 Focus Groups 

Through the focus group interviews we were able to get an understanding of how students felt 

about staying in Western Cape, how companies address a big future talent pool as students and 

how this work could be conducted in a more effective way according to the students. Group 

interviews mean that preferably five to eight people discuss a specific question for a limited 

amount of time (Wibeck, 2007). The discussion is monitored by the interviewer who should 

have a passive role after the topic has been introduced and only interfere if the discussion goes 

of topic or if somebody is talking to much or too little. The focus group approach to a problem 

encourages for discussion and uncovers thoughts and perception amongst the group as the 

participants ventilate and share ideas and values (Trost, 2010).  

Group interviews further allow the participants to reflect and take in other perspectives about 

the subject which result in a more in-depth discussion, as well as it open up for new discoveries 

for the interviewer (Wibeck, 2007). The participants have the chance to question each other and 

explain their own views to others which makes the discussions a valuable tool in understanding 

how people think and feel about various topics. According to Trost, (2010) focus group 

interviews are a good way to reach a wide stretch of people and get different views and ideas in 

less time than by individual interviews.  However, there are some flaws with the focused group 

interviews (Esaisson, Gilljam, Oscarsson, & Wängerud, 2007). The participants might for 

example influence each other and some people might lead the conversation in a certain 

direction. Some participants might also feel uncomfortable to speak in front of a group and 
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interviewers do not have the same possibility to direct and focus on one sole individual as in 

individual interviews. However, this can be reduced by the interviewer’s ability to include all 

participants and notice when somebody has talked too much respectively too little and get the 

discussion back on the topic when needed (Wibeck, 2007).  Wibeck (2007) further explains that 

there should be at least three focus groups to get a reliable result but further argue that the more 

groups that are used the more reliable result but that the material gathered soon will be 

saturated. The size of the group also impact the discussions, too many members in a group can 

result in only a few who talks whilst too few will make it hard to get an discussion at all 

(Esaisson et al, 2007).  

We have conducted four focus group interviews with between five to seven students in each 

which we believe was a suitable number as the discussions were lively and everyone in the 

different groups participated in the discussion. We kept the groups relatively small in order to 

make the participants more relaxed and comfortable with each other which might have helped 

the ease of the discussions.  However, we as interviewers also felt that the discussions were hard 

to control and we had to direct the discussions a few times as it went off topic or when we 

noticed that someone did not participate. We tried to create an atmosphere were the focus 

group felt comfortable to talk freely about the matter. We did for example choose the library to 

conduct the interviews as we believed that the participants would feel at ease in a familiar 

environment. In addition we introduced ourselves and our subject in a relaxed way and ensured 

their anonymity. Lantz (2007) stresses the importance of having a relaxed and comfortable 

relationship with the interviewee in order to get more reliable and honest answers.  

In the different discussions we used a semi-structured interview-guide that helped us get the 

discussion started and ensure that all relevant topics were covered. The semi-structured 

interview guide was complemented with follow-up questions when needed. The interview-guide 

was constructed from our research question and purpose and covered employer branding, 

diversity management and communication channels. We started the discussions with open 

questions as it is preferable when discussing a sensitive subject according to Lantz (2007) but 

also allow the interviewees to talk more freely about the matter and thereby make a better 

discussion. We also tried to use terms that the participants would understand and explained the 

terms of employer branding and diversity management in the beginning of the discussions.     

According to Wibeck (2007) it is important to decide whether the focus group should be 

homogeneous or heterogeneous. As our purpose the selection process came naturally and our 

groups included both male and female black students from Western Cape in the ages from 18 to 

30. The focus group interviews were conducted with students from different universities in the 
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Western Cape area and all had different background and came from different regions of South 

Africa. The location for the focus group interviews was at a library in the central parts of Cape 

Town.  Our first intention was to gather students for the interviews with the help of the 

universities but they were unable to assist and we were not allowed to put posters up on 

campus. Instead we got in contact with the different students through other students that we 

came to know but also by putting up posters near different campuses which explained our 

purpose.   

2.4.5 Validity and reliability 

Even though we believe that we have chosen the most adequate methods and approaches for 

answering our purpose we are aware that they have their weaknesses and we would like to 

illuminate these and explain how we have dealt with these before continuing. It is important that 

all research studies maintain a high quality, two concepts closely linked to research quality is 

validity and reliability (Merriam, 2009).  It is hard to measure reliability when conducting 

interviews in a research purpose therefore we will mainly focus on the validity. The purpose of 

high reliability relies on the assumption that the study can be replicated identically which never 

applies to a qualitative study (Yin, 2009). However, it’s still possible to discuss reliability in a 

qualitative study context and although the result would most likely differ if this study would be 

replicated we believe that the attachment of the interview guides somehow increases the 

reliability.   

In the qualitative study less sources of information is used to confront the problem than in the 

quantitative which makes the result less reliable and cannot be generalized in the same extent. It 

is often criticized for not being able to acquire the same result in repeated studies as the 

circumstances never are the same (Denscombe, 2009). We have taken this into consideration 

and approached our research problem using different sources which gave us the possibility to 

compare different views and thoughts from different participants and thereby increased the 

validity in our study (Bryman & Bell, 2005).  We further believe that the validity has been 

affected by the fact that we are two authors as subjectivity decreases when more than one 

author are involved.  

To further ensure the validity in our study two smaller pilot studies were conducted on students 

in order to test which tool would best answer our research question, the tools being survey or 

focus group interviews. The pilot studies revealed that the focus group interviews served our 

purpose in a more satisfying way as it allowed more elaborated and interesting answers as well 

as new discoveries. The interview guide used in the focus groups was structured so that it 
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followed our research questions which according to Kvale and Brinkemann (2009) is important 

to increase the validity. The interview guide was first used on a couple of pilot students to reflect 

upon our questions, how they were perceived and if they were comprehensible. The purpose of 

the pilot study was to see whether the questions resulted in the discussion that we strived for, 

making sure that the questions did not appear insensitive or demeaning and that they were easy 

to understand and thereby increase the validity in the answers.  

Something that could be regarded to reduce the reliability in our study is that we decided not to 

record either the discussions or the interviews but only to take notes. Not recording interviews 

in a study increases the chances of valuable information being lost or missed because the 

interviewer did not hear- or merely misunderstood what had been said or that the interviewer 

did not have time to write it down (Lantz, 2007). However, as we are studying a complex and a 

most sensitive subject we decided that recording the discussions and interviews would not 

benefit our study but rather deprive us from valuable information and reduce its credibility. In 

addition, since the participants requested not to be recorded this was never an option.  Lantz 

(2007) argue that it can be of value to not record interviews especially when a sensitive subject 

is discussed as just the sight of a recording device can lead to that the interviewees feel 

uncomfortable and thereby hold back thoughts and feelings that could be valuable for the study. 

Add that we directly after every conducted interview individually wrote down our separate 

notes and memories, compared- and put them together. We have decided to include quotations 

in our empirical findings. This could be questionable as we have not recorded the interviews, 

however, as we took separate notes and only included quotations that we both had written 

down we believe that they are consistent to what the person actually said. In addition we put 

great efforts in trying to show our quotations to the interviewees for their consent.   

We are aware of that we as interviewers with our mere presence affect the different interviews 

through our body language and different unconscious appraisal and disapprovals techniques as 

facial expressions, humming and head nodding (Kvale & Brinkemann, 2009). According to Lantz 

(2007) and Kvale and Brinkemann (2009) an interviewer should be aware that he/she impacts 

the interviewees and try to keep a natural posture that encourages discussion but not direct the 

interview which we also have tried to do. As we will mention in the ethical discussion there are 

some information in the empirical findings that we for confidentially reasons decided to exclude. 

Yin (2009) argues that this can impact on the validity, however we believe that the nature of the 

excluded information in this study has an insignificant impact on the validity.  
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2.4.6 Ethical Discussion 

High levels of ethics and quality is essential in all research and therefore it’s important to discuss 

research from an ethical point of view just as reliability and validity is being discussed (De Laine, 

2000). The Swedish Research Council (2013) have established four main requirements 

regarding research ethics; information, consent, confidentiality, and use. The information 

requirement deals with the fact that the participants in the study should be clearly informed 

about the purpose of the study and conditions that apply such as risks, costs, advantages and 

that participation is voluntary. Throughout our field study we informed, both orally and in 

written, about the circumstances regarding the study and the purpose of the study as well as 

provided an email and a number where additional questions could be asked.  The requirement 

for consent focus on the participants right to have full discretion of the participation, hence gives 

the right to terminate the participation at any time during the study. The participant’s right to 

terminate the participation at any time was clearly communicated to all participants. 

Confidentiality refers to the participant’s right to stay anonymous. We have tried to fulfill this 

requirement in several ways; the names of the persons we interviewed are fictitious and the 

information regarding the companies and the agency has been slightly changed in order to 

minimize the risk of revelation. Thereof we’ve also omitted details from the focus group sessions 

in the empirical findings and analysis that could be derived to an individual student. Finally, the 

use requirement is to secure that the collected data is not to be used outside research purposes 

and that the disclosed the information is not being used for commercial purposes, something we 

will obey.   As discussed earlier, our study deals with a quite sensitive subject and De Laine 

(2000) stresses the importance of careful considerations when studying a topic that can be 

perceived sensitive for social, political or cultural reasons.  Therefore we decided not to record 

any of the interviews. De Laine (2000) also mentions the risk of power balance dilemmas. 

Therefore we decided to separate the sessions in which the empirical data was going to be 

collected so they only included one party: Students, company representative and consultant 

agency representative. Finally, we let all the interviewees take part of the empirical data before 

the analysis started.   
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3. THEORY 

In the following chapter we will present our theoretical frame of references. Before explaining the 

different theories we will present a model that we have created in order to illustrate how the 

different parts can be linked and how they can relate to each other and interact in order to attract 

black students in WC through EB. Thereafter these theories will be presented in individual sections.  

 

We have chosen the concept of Employer Branding (EB) as our main theory as we for a long time 

have been very fascinated about this TM-tool and how it can be used by organizations to 

effectively attract, develop and retain talented people. As South Africa, where this minor field 

study takes place, has additional problem with attracting and retaining black talents it is not 

hard to see why EB can be a valuable tool for companies in Western Cape (WC) and, thus, a 

relevant focus for our study as well as the concept of Diversity Management (DM).  

The theory chapter presents theoretical references that are relevant for the complex WC talent 

challenge and this study’s focus which is External Employer Branding (EEB) towards black 

students in the WC Province. In order to increase the understanding of how the different 

theoretical parts are linked together with the research question we will start the chapter by 

displaying a summarizing model and guide the reader through the different parts. This model is 

also descriptive for how the empirical data will be analyzed later on. Although some of the 

theories in this chapter are supporting theories we still think it is important to include them in 

the model as they provide a contextual understanding for our main theories.  

Figure 3:Employer Branding towards black students in the Western Cape Province (created by the authors 
based on Rosethorn, 2009, Uren & Samuel, 2007, Shen et al, 2009, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004) Hieronimus, 
Schaefer & Schröder, 2005) 
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1. De Waal (2007) and Uren and Samuel (2007) argue that there is a world-wide talent-struggle 

and the process of attracting, developing and retaining talents to achieve competitive 

advantages can be summarized in the broad and holistic concept of Talent Management (TM). 

There are national and regional differences in the characteristics of the TM-challenges and South 

Africa is not an exception (Uren & Samuel, 2007). South Africa in general and the WC province in 

particular are faced with the a diversity-related talent struggle; the challenge of attracting and 

retaining black talents and this can to a great extent be derived to the history of the country and 

the region for which a summary can be found in the introduction chapter (Lundy, 2009, England, 

2012). 

2. Thus, diversity is a hot topic on the South African labor market which leads us in to the 

concept of DM. DM is process of managing diversity at the workplace and can be divided into: 

2A: fulfilling legal requirements and, in the case of South Africa policies like BBBEE (Wöcke & 

Sutherland, 2008) 

2B: making use of and appreciating diversity (Shen et al, 2009). 

2C: Examples of diversities that can be referred to in the DM-context are age, gender, religious 

beliefs and ethnicity (Shen, Chanda, D’netto & Monga, 2009). Since WC’s talent challenges are 

highly concentrated around black talent the diversity focus for our study is ethnicity and more 

specifically black talents in general and black students in particular. 

3. The aim of TM is to attract, develop and retain talents and in order to do so there are several 

suggested tools and EB is a tool that has gained increased recognition over the last decades and 

the EB is the brand that organizations will use to attract, develop and retain talents (Rosethorn, 

2009, Uren & Samuel, 2007). Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) have divided the concept of EB into 

three different parts:  

3A: Employee Value Proposition (EVP) is the message regarding the organization as a workplace 

that is communicated towards current and potential employees (Rosethorn, 2009, Backhaus & 

Tikoo, 2004). According to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) it’s very important for the organization 

to fulfil the message communicated in the EVP which is linked to: 

3B: Internal EB (IEB). IEB refers to activities aiming to fulfill the EVP such as performance 

management strategies, competence and skill training and internal and employee events (Glen, 

2007, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, Miles & Mangold, 2007). Johnson and Robertson (2006) and 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) stress the importance of a successful IEB-work as this will affect the 
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talent retention and how the EVP and EB is communicated to people outside the organization 

which is called: 

3C: External EB (EEB) is the branding process in which the EB is branded outside the 

organization to potential employees in order to attract talents (Arachchige & Robertson, 2011, 

Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 2005). Maroko and Uncles (2009) argues that in order to be successful in 

the EB-work it’s important to know who to target and where to find them: 

 3D: EB Target Groups can be organized in different categories and Rosethorn (2009) suggests 

four relevant target groups: current employees, previous employees, professionals and students 

and the focus target group in our study is students, a focus we’re motivating in the introduction 

chapter. Since students are usually not within the company they can be considered as potential 

employees which implies that EEB is the most accurate part of the EB-efforts towards students 

(Rosethorn, 2009). In order to be successful in the EEB-work towards a specific target group 

Maroko and Uncles (2009) points out the importance to know how to reach them and by which 

tools: 

4: Communication Channels (CC) is an important part of all branding activities including EB 

towards potential employees, EEB. As with target groups CC can be categorized in different ways 

and Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) presents a model based on the quality and 

intensively of the communication versus how many it reaches. 

5: As argued for in the introduction the focus of this study is EB toward black students in WC and 

different relevant theories are combined in the model above.  

We will now present a more detailed description of the theories included in this model. 

However, before presenting further we would like to highlight the contra dictionary elements 

that often arise when trying to grasp DM and EB in the same context. Edwards and Kelan (2011) 

discuss that EB often strives towards uniformity where people either fit into the EB or does not. 

DM on the other hand embraces the thought of differences in most aspects. With that in mind 

you soon realize that this thesis subject is prone to some conceptual conflicts that can be 

challenging although not impossible to overcome according to Edwards and Kelan (2011).  

3.1 Talent Management 

The concept of Talent Management (TM) occurred with the publishing of McKiney & Company’s 

study “the war for talent” in 1997 and has been gaining increased focus ever since (Collings & 

Mellahi, 2010). The reason for this is the apparent competition on the labor market for the best 
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talents, a competition that is influenced by many factors such as globalization and increased 

mobility on the labor market (Cheese, Thomas & Craig, 2008, De Waal, 2007, Berthon, Ewing & 

Hah, 2005). In an employee context a talent can be defined as a person with high capacity as well 

as a strong willingness to contribute to the organizational success (Cheese, Thomas & Craig, 

2008). There is no clear definition of the TM-concept but Romans and Lardner (2005) and Uren 

and Samuel (2007) are among those who believe that TM should be seen in a broad and holistic 

perspective and Rosethorn (2009) suggests that DM and EB is two among many incorporated 

concepts in overall TM-strategies. As supported by Uren and Samuel (2007) there are national 

and regional differences in the talent challenges and in the case of South Africa and WC the by 

far most obvious struggle is attracting and retaining black talents which make DM and EB 

important concepts in this study. As mentioned in the introduction there are many surrounding 

factors both, cultural- and career related, that are taken into consideration when choosing an 

employer (Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002). 

Before presenting the main theoretical concept of EB we will present this thesis supporting 

theory DM. The purpose of this is to enlighten important concepts so that the reader can fully 

follow the contextual in which the EB will discussed 

3.2 Diversity Management (DM) 

As mentioned, DM is an important concept in TM process in the South Africa context as the 

talent struggle in many aspects is linked to diversity. The concepts of DM and diversity are 

complex and are broadly used on the labor market (Shen, Chanda, D’netto & Monga, 2009). Shen 

et al (2009) explains that diversities that can be referred to in the DM-context are age, gender, 

religious beliefs and ethnicity (Shen et al, 2009).  

The practices of practices and the meaning of DM differ between countries and cultures and SA 

with its characterizing history of systematic discrimination and segregation makes the DM work 

especially complicated and substantially different from the rest of the world. One big difference 

is that South African companies do not attempt to obtain the minority of the population to 

professional work positions but rather the nominated majority (Wöcke & Sutherland, 2008). 

However as mentioned in the introduction the WC Province demographics is drastically 

different from the other provinces in South Africa as there is 25% black South Africans living in 

WC compared to 85 % in the rest of South Africa (Statistics South Africa: Mid-year population 

estimates, 2011). Another difference in South Africa regarding the DM aspect is that focus lies on 

ethnical equality whilst the western society focuses on multiculturalism (Horwitz & Jain, 2011). 

Horwitz and Jain (2011) further argue that this difference is due to the government’s efforts to 
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correct the injustices through regulations but also the great shortage of skilled and educated 

black talents. A consequence of South Africa being a rainbow nation makes DM a valuable tool in 

order to handle differences and diversity (Rosethorn, 2009, Knouse, 2009)  

Shen et al (2009) mean that DM can be divided into two categories, Fulfilling Legal Requirements 

and Making Use and Appreciate where the former is based on the legalizations around DM and 

the latter is based on the optional elements of managing diversity. These two categories will also 

be our headings in this part of the essay.  

3.2.1 Diversity Management (DM): legalizations, policies and requirements 

External regulations are often the foundation of organizations DM work and therefore receive 

the most focus in discussions about the concept of DM. Laws and regulations as the employment 

equity (EE) and affirmative action (AA) were an attempt to change organizational power-

balances that excluded and included different people and give all people an equal opportunity to 

enter the business world and thereby change the power-balance (Ng & Burke, 2005, Olsen, 

2010). Ng and Burk (2005) explain that the different power-balance exist is because white men 

have dominated the managerial post in organizations and thereby controlled and shaped 

organizational culture (Ng & Burke, 2005). Backhaus (2004) explain this by that recruiters often 

recruit others after their own preference and tend to be attracted to like-minded. Consequently 

there has been an invisible and in to some extent an oblivious barrier that kept non-whites, 

women and others from entering organizations. 

In South Africa apartheid excluded black South Africans not only from the labor market but from 

universities and other institutions which have, as mentioned in the introduction, led to many 

inequalities in the South African society. South Africa has therefore in addition to EE and AA 

implemented Black economic empowerment (BEE) and Broad Based Black economic 

empowerment (BBBEE) policies to address the problematic power-balance between the black- 

and white Africans on the labor market (Horwitz & Jain, 2011). All the mentioned policies and 

regulations have the aim to aid previously disadvantaged groups to enter areas of education and 

employment through affecting the basis of hiring-decisions (Ng & Burke, 2005). According to 

Horwitz and Jain (2011) these laws and policies have undoubtedly been the most important part 

of the government’s determination and efforts to eliminate unfair discrimination in South Africa. 

 However, the laws and regulation even though been beneficial for a few have failed to empower 

the majority in the labor market (Horwitz & Jain, 2009). In addition, these regulations are 

associated with some stigmatization problems. Women and minorities often feel as they are 
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evaluated more negatively by their peers regardless if they are chosen on the basis of their skills 

or their gender  and/or ethnicity when laws and regulations are beneficial to their gender 

or/and ethnicity identity (Olsen, 2010). Consequently, companies may be perceived as a less 

attractive amongst future employees (Olsen, 2010). 

The legal aspect of DM is as said often the main focus for organization and many companies 

work with DM only to avoid legal reprimands (Horwitz & Jain, 2011). Wöcke and Sutherland 

(2011) argues that to ensure reasonable access to resources, opportunities and skills there 

should be an increased focus on the making use of and appreciate diversity instead of focusing 

on legal aspect.  

3.2.2 Diversity Management (DM): Making use and appreciate diversity 

DM is getting increased focus worldwide as differences and diversity have been linked to 

organizational success (Rosethorn, 2009, Knouse, 2009). There are many positive effects of 

having a diverse workforce as it can increase variation of attitudes, values, outlooks and 

understandings that can be critical factors for organizational success (Knouse, 2009). In addition 

it has been shown that a workforce that reflects the demographics in which an organization is 

situated also appear more credible to its consumers (Shen et al, 2009).  

DM today is more than fulfilling the obligations of social responsibility according to Glen (2007). 

It is about managing all employees, regardless of their group identity so that they can reach their 

full potential and maximize their contribution to the organizational goals and success (Olsen, 

2010). Sutherland, Torricelli and Karg, 2002 argue that DM is not about treating everyone alike 

but rather managing differences and similarities in order to appreciate and utilize these in the 

overall business strategy. An advanced DM work can lead to numerous benefits and advantages 

that will lead to better organizational performance, reduced turnover and decrease absenteeism 

(Ng and Burke, 2005). It can also be an important tool in creating a work climate that fosters 

innovation, creativity, enhance the decision-making process and most importantly in this thesis 

attract talents (Ng & Burke, 2005, Highhouse, Stierwalt, Bachiochi, Elder, & Fisher, 1999).  

To attract and retain a diverse workforce it is, thus, important to work actively with DM and 

create an open and supportive climate where all employees have the opportunity to show their 

capabilities (Knouse, 2009). Diversity should be valued and managed on all levels of an 

organization and not just the HR departments in order to appreciate, make use, retain and 

attract a diverse workforce according to Ng and Burke (2005).Knouse, (2009) further suggest 

that the DM work consist of different incorporate programs as mentoring, coaching, cultural 
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sensitive training and creating awareness amongst all employees about diversity-connected 

matters. Effective DM work that attracts and retain talents must also both internally and 

externally promote different career paths and develop opportunities for underrepresented 

individuals. People are different and find different things appealing (Maroko & Uncles, 2009, 

Backhaus, 2004). However Ng and Burke (2005) found that minorities and women like their 

white male counterparts want fulfilling work, opportunities for advancement and a clear career 

path. Highhouse et al (1999) explains that minorities and especially black talents find it more 

important that organizations actively work for a more diverse workforce than being totally free 

from discrimination. 

Glen (2007) explains that DM lately been recognized to be an important toll in the overall TM 

worldwide as it is shown to strengthen the internal talent pool and increase the number of 

applicants. South Africa has a labor market which still suffers from great inequalities regarding 

education and skills and DM could be an important tool to overcome these inequalities (Wöcke & 

Sutherland, 2008).  

The positive effects of having a diverse workforce together with different regulations and laws it 

is important that organizations are able to attract and retain a diverse workforce. An important 

tool in attracting and retaining employees is EB.  

3.3 Employer Branding (EB) 

EB can be explained as a strategic tool used by organizations to differentiate themselves from 

their competitors as a desirable employer to potential and current employees (Backhaus& 

Tikoo, 2004). In its infancy the concept of EB was solely realized as a recruitment tool but that is 

no longer the case (Barrow & Mosley, 2005). Today’s labor market with its increased 

transparency and flow of information demand organizations to have an overall EB strategy that 

combines and interlinks the external recruiting messages with the actual internal experiences of 

their employees (Rosethorn, 2009, Backhaus& Tikoo, 2004). It is important that organizations 

realize this and recognize that there is more behind EB than an ad in a newspaper according to 

Arachchige and Robertson, (2011) and Kaliprasad (2006).  

Even though most companies more or less work with their employer image but not calling it EB, 

they fail to achieve a consistent and clear image of how they are as an employer (Kaliprasad, 

2006). Backhaus (2004) and Johnson and Robertson (2006) explain that one reason for this, is 

that many companies rather follow competitor’s example and tail different trends on the labor 

market than differentiating themselves in the competition. Maroko and Uncles (2009) and 
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Parment and Dyhre (2009) are of the same meaning and stress the importance of creativity and 

imagination in order to successfully build a strong and preferable brand that is differentiating, 

reliable and appealing.  Kaliprasad (2006) explain that organizations would profit from actively 

and consciously work with the whole process of EB. The numerous advantages and benefits for 

having a strong EB, if mannered properly, will be greater than the cost and resources that it 

takes to build it (Maroko & Uncles, 2009, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Needless to say, creating a 

strong and attractive EB takes time and resources and as Johnson and Robertson (2006) puts it” 

A strong employer brand doesn't happen simply by calling something a brand; it requires a careful 

and expert process”. 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) argue that the EB process should consist of three different equally 

important steps to give satisfactory result; the employee value proposition (EVP), the internal 

employer brand (IEB) and the external employer brand (EEB). We will now explain these 

different parts but as our main theory is EEB we will in this thesis only briefly touch upon the 

concepts of EVP and IEB.  

3.3.1 Employee value proposition (EVP) 

The EVP is the foundation in a strong EB as it is the promise and message communicated to the 

target group, the promise often being a vibrant and lively story about how it is to work for an 

employer (Johnson & Robertson, 2006, Backhaus& Tikoo, 2004). Rosethorn (2009) argue that 

the EVP is as important as a company’s service- product brand’s unique selling point (USP) and 

should be the main reason for talents to choose a specific employer and further aspire for 

loyalty, affectivity and success amongst its current employees. Thus, creating an EVP requires 

hard work and time as it should define the company as unique and attracting and represent the 

true character of the organization as an employer (Johnson & Robertson, 2006, Parment &Dyhre, 

2009, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). The EVP can be an exceptional opportunity to create a promise 

that generates anticipations, communicate morals and influence perceptions of skilled talents 

according to Ng and Burke (2005). It is important that the EVP is appealing to current and 

potential employees but Maroko and Uncles (2009) further explain that the EVP cannot be 

appealing to everyone. However, a good match between person and organization is an important 

factor for satisfactory recruitment result and the attraction between person and organization 

will only occur if the parties experience a sense of similarity in the EVP (Backhaus, 2004). 

Maroko and Uncles (2009) and Caligiuri et al (2010) emphasizes that organizations have a lot to 

win from getting to know their target group needs, wants and cultural norms in order to tailor 

their EVP and statements in such way that it will attract a person that matches the organization 
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(Maroko & Uncles, 2009, Caligiuri et al, 2010). Earlier the EVP often only included employee 

benefits, career opportunities, organizational culture and different job characteristics according 

to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004). But today it also includes more experience- and the climate 

focused statements as for example “this is a fun place to work”, we care about our employees”, 

“here you have the chance to develop and grow” (Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder, 2005).  

Important feature of the EVP according to Miles and Mangold (2007) is that it is realistic, tells 

the truth and that it is consistent with the organizations strategy, visions, goals and values. 

However even though an organization have an exceptional EVP that conveys what a great 

employer they are and attract great talents there is more to the EB-work. If the promise is not 

materialized within the organizations the EB and the organizations reputation may be seriously 

harmed (Knouse, 2009, Miles & Mangold, 2007, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). No brand is 

indestructible and nothing will hurt an EB more than employee’s unfulfilled expectations and it 

is therefore important to actively work to fulfill this promise within the organization 

(Arachchige & Robertson, 2011, Cable & Turban 2003).  

3.3.2 Internal employer branding (IEB) 

The IEB is about communicating the EVP to its current employees so that it fulfills the employee 

expectation and is essential in creating a strong and attractive employer brand (Rosethorn, 

2009). The purpose of the IEB is to fulfill the promise that was made in the recruitment process 

in order to retain skilled talents (Glen, 2007, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). It also aims to strengthen 

the culture of the organization and obtain motivated, loyal and engaged employees and include 

practices such as performance management, competence development and different internal 

communication practices (Miles & Mangold, 2007, Uren & Samuel, 2007). Uren and Samuel 

(2007) further states that these practices are not only important for retaining talent but to drive 

the company forward through employees competence and knowledge.   

Knouse (2009) argues that an open supportive climate that encourages participation and 

engagement is essential for a strong IEB, especially amongst young professionals. This, as the 

internal conditions will be the primary source for current employee’s impressions about the 

employer. Staff meetings and other events that aim to increase staff satisfaction are other 

important IEB activities (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004).  If the IEB is managed correctly the 

organization can create a strong and long relationship to its employees who then will work as 

brand ambassadors for the organization (Johnson & Robertson, 2006, Backhaus, 2004). These 

brand ambassadors will further spread the reputation to other potential employees through 

word of mouth (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Retaining talents and the IEB is, thus an important 
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factor in creating awareness and positive interest in the company as well as using other 

communication channels.  

3.3.3 External Employer Brand (EEB) 

EEB is an aspect that organizations in Cape Town, South Africa can work with to overcome the 

problems that they are facing in attracting black talents. The EEB is about consciously directing 

the attention of their target audience in an attempt to give a more preferable picture of the 

organization. It is about creating awareness and interest through exposing the organizational 

image to potential employees and applicants in order to attract and recruit those (Parment & 

Dyhre, 2009, Rosethorn, 2009).  

Schein (2004) mean that companies aim to uphold and encourage successful organizational 

cultures and that this is reflected not only in the ongoing Human Resource Management work 

but also the recruitment process. Companies should identify candidates that share the company 

ideals, values and attitudes in order to maintain a company filled with culture bearers according 

to Tavassoli (2008). The recruiting process is an important part of the EEB work and should be a 

well-managed process that gives the candidate a positive experience and a good image of the 

company (Parment & Dyhre (2009). Schein (2004) and Tavassoli (2008) agrees and mean that it 

is important for the employer brand that the candidates get some feedback from the company 

when they apply for a position regardless if they are chosen for the position or not.  

 The EEB is as about communicating the EVP to a target group of talents through different 

communication tools and convey a positive image of the organization. The EEB plays a crucial 

role in creating a successful and strong EB, especially as employers have little impact on the 

information that is spread about the organization due to the increased flow of information and 

brand transparency (Rosethorn, 2009). Choosing the right EEB strategy can be the difference 

between a successful- and an unsuccessful recruiting according to Rosethorn (2009). Either way, 

organizations have to choose a strategy because talents will not just show up at the 

organization’s door step (Kaliprasad, 2006).  

3.3.3.1 Target group 

Maroko and Uncles (2009) argues that to effectively direct the attention of possible candidates 

an organization must know who they are looking for, where to find them, how to reach them and 

what message to send out. Individuals have different preferences and it is important that 

understand that your organization won’t fit everyone and cannot satisfy every need. However by 

knowing the target group and segmenting the talent pool, weather it is by demographics, social 
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features or psychographic, organizations will be able to allocate their resources in a more 

adequate way (Maroko & Uncles, 2009).  It is particularly critical in the EEB work of the EB 

process that organizations know their reputation amongst their target group in order to address 

them and the reputation in a satisfactory way (Arachchige& Robertson, 2011). 

Rosethorn (2009) divides possible target groups for EB into four different categories: current 

employees, previous employees, professionals and students. Professional talents or knowledge 

workers are often in a position where they can choose who they want to work for as they might 

possess skills and abilities that are sought after by many organizations. Backhaus (2004) and 

Maroko and Uncles (2009) therefore argue that it is important for organizations to choose what 

segment to direct their EB towards. Students are often a preferable target group amongst 

employers as they are easy to target and there is an increased shortage of skilled professionals, 

in addition the population is ageing (D’Addio, Keese & Whitehouse 2010, Universum, 2011).  

Students will, after graduating, be job-seekers and grasping them in an early stage of their career 

can be of great value for organizations. Research has found that early recruitment activities have 

a large impact on job-seekers attitudes and perception towards an organization and thereby 

effect their employer decision (Wilden, Gudergan & Lings, 2010). Miles and Mangold (2007) 

support this and state that potential employees with little work experience are more susceptible 

to employer brands and its messages. In addition students are more prone to create an opinion 

of how it is to work for a specific organization on the basis of these messages and also points out 

that students are usually more enthusiastic and eager to stay at the forefront.  Using students as 

target group can be a valuable strategy for organizations since they can focus their resources in a 

more targeted way and allocate their different communication channels to make these talents 

choose them (Backhaus, 2004, Maroko & Uncles, 2009). 

Shen et al (2009) says that diversity can be divided in target groups depending on the group 

identity as for example age, gender, religion and ethnicity. As mentioned before people are 

different and value different things (Maroko & Uncles, 2009). However Backhaus (2004) and 

have found that people are attracted to people similar to themselves. Caligiuri et al (2010) also 

mean that culture, through common values, traditions and languages, unites people and 

Southerland, Torricelli and Karg (2002) states that people don’t leave their culture-identity at 

home when going to the work place. Knouse (2009) and Highhouse et al (1999) argue that 

people have a group identity and are seeking for people and organizations that they can relate 

to. Minorities and women are for example more positive to organizations using pictures of 

diversity. Lundy (2009) also means that black role models in management positions could be 
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favorable for organizations in order to attract more black applicants. Sutherland, Torricelli and 

Karg (2002) also say that a target groups have different reasons for choosing an employer and 

these reasons are career- and culture related. Lundy (2009) for example states that black 

professionals are more prone to go to Johannesburg because it is the career-pursuing city.  

Maroko and Uncles (2009) argue that there are many target groups but when targeted a group 

and gotten to know their preferences it is important to send out the message to this target group 

using the right communication channels.  

3.3.3.2 Communication Channels (CC) 

The EEB is about communicating the company EVP to the target group in order to attract them. 

There are different EEB measures that can be used to generate a positive image of the 

organization and convince talents that their organization is their future employer (Backhaus, 

2004). And it is just as important to brand the employer brand as the corporate brand using the 

right communication channels (Hieronimus, Schaefer & Schröder, 2005, Backhaus & Tikoo, 

2004, Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002). By using the right communication channels (CC) 

companies stand a better chance in deceasing negative rumors that are spread about them 

according to Rosethorn (2009) 

Common EEB-CCs to generate a positive EB is for example being present at career fares, at 

students programs where potential employees study and advertising (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) further argue that companies should be present at universities 

where potential candidates are studying in order to target them early. Hieronimus, Schaefer and 

Schröder (2005) divide the different CCs by the quality and intensively of the communication 

versus how many it reaches.   
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Figure 4: Quality/intensity of communication versus Reach of communication: Hieronimus, Schaefer and 
Schröder (2005)  

The model shows that there is interpersonal- and personal information orientated communication 

and personal experience orientated CCs. Where the interpersonal reaches a big mass but creates 

little relationships to its respondents, the personal information is more adjusted to the target 

groups and reaches a few more. The personal experience orientated creates the strongest 

relationship with the respondent but only reaches a few (Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder, 

2005).  

The interpersonal information orientated is for example print media campaigns, radio 

advertising and direct-response marketing. Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) argue 

that interpersonal information orientated communication is a good way to reach a good large 

number of possible applicants but it will also lead to a large number of applicants that will not be 

of interest to the organization. Organizations are therefore more interested in how a job 

advertisement can be tailored to reach specific job candidates for example women and 

minorities (Highhouse et al, 1999). Minorities and women are for example more favorable to 

advertisements that use pictures of people alike, because they feel that they can relate to these 

pictures and thereby feel that they will fit the organization (Knouse, 2009). Research has also 

shown that women and minorities are more dependent on external employment messages from 

job ads and brochures since they do not have the same access to informal sources of referrals 

and job information as their withe male colleagues (Ng & Burke, 2005).  
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However this kind of interpersonal information orientated communication, even though it can 

be tailored and be directly responsive should mostly be used in order to give general 

information since it has little emotional effect on the reached mass according to Hieronimus, 

Schaefer and Schröder, (2005). In order to be sufficient, the communication must be narrowed 

down and come closer to the target audience that will be better suited for the organization as a 

successful EB is dependent on the organizations ability to create personal relationship with 

potential employees (Parment & Dyhre, 2009).  

The personal information orientated communication gives more personal information on a more 

individual level and is for example direct marketing, online games, sponsorships of awards for 

excellent students and campus presentation. Amongst these the direct marketing creates the least 

personal contact and campus presentations the most according to Hieronimus, Schaefer and 

Schröder (2005). Backhaus (2004) argues that direct communication to potential employees is 

the most effective way to develop constructive organizational identification and relationship to 

its audience.  

Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) says that the personal information is effective in 

creating an interest in the organization to a relatively big mass as these activities gives more 

personal information on more individual level. However, the most qualitative communication 

where a person can create an idea of how an organization is as an employer is the personal 

experience oriented communication.  

Personal experience orientated communications are events, workshops, campaign visits and 

seated dinners, Mentorship programs and Internships and joint projects with universities 

(Hieronimus, Schaefer & Schröder, 2005). The internship gives the highest personal experience 

and highest quality in creating a personal experience to potential employees as it increases the 

adaptability to culture and values within the organization but on the other hand demand the 

most resources (Hieronimus, Schaefer & Schröder, 2005). 

There are, thus, many ways to communicate and create a relationship to students. Some of them 

enable organizations to reach a big group of students but won’t create a relationship with them 

whilst other communication channels will create a strong relationship but only with a few. Many 

of the mentioned CCs towards students also in many areas rely on the cooperation between 

organizations and different universities (Rosethorn, 2009).  
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A CC that is not dependent on the collaboration with universities is for example word of mouth. 

According to Johnson and Robertson (2006) the word of mouth is the most effective EEB tool as 

it increases the quality of recruitments. Another communication channel that is not dependent 

on the collaboration with universities is the Social Media (Rosethorn, 2009) 

3.3.4 Employer Branding through Social Media 

The last decades have provided us with a new way of communicating which have gained 

enormous popularity and that has become a part of many people’s daily life; social media 

(Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010). Social media can be spread all over the communication model 

by Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) depending on how they are used. It’s important 

for companies to be present on social media and stay updated with the development of 

informational technology in the society, examples of social media is Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, 

You Tube, Internet communities and blogs (Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010).  Social media can be 

used by companies in their EB-work and managed right it can be a powerful tool (Rosethorn, 

2009). However, social media are hard to control and there’s always a risk for rumors to be 

spread which can destroy an EB that took years to build (Rosethorn, 2009, Langheinrich & 

Karjoth, 2010). Therefore, it’s important that companies have a well-developed strategy but this 

strategy should also be proactive and suggest how the company can benefit from social media 

and not only damage-control-actions (Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010).  

As just mentioned we spend more time on the social media than ever before and this specially 

applies to young adults, further young adults highly value employee-information spread on 

social media and especially if it’s spread from someone they know (Van Hoye & Lievens, 2009). 

Langheinrich and Karjoth (2010) argues that especially companies with a conservative image 

can benefit from using social media in there EB-work since it will make them look more youthful 

and modern. According to Rybalko and Seltzer (2010) it’s important for the company to show 

engagement and to have a dialog with the potential employees and interact with them, to just 

use informative will make the company look formal and people will lack the feeling of 

connection with the company.  A social media that is very career-focused is LinkedIn where you 

can connect with people and LinkedIn is an important in the EEB-work since it has become a 

popular recruitment tool for companies as well as an important tool for candidates to build a 

professional brand (Harris & Rae, 2011). 
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

The fallowing chapter presents the empirical data that has been collected during the field study. 

The empirical part is mainly based on the primary data consisting the interviews and focus-group 

sessions, each presented separately. Secondary data has also to some extent been included in order 

to illuminate and deepen the empirical findings.  

 

4.1 Case companies 

4.1.1 International Assessment Group 

International Assessment Group (IAG) is a large international corporation with over 5000 

employees, specializing in several areas, there among financial and technical analysis and 

research. The IAG headquarter is situated in a European capital but they have offices in over 15 

countries and over 25 locations. The South African division office in Cape Town employs around 

300 staff members and we interviewed Mr. Johnson, a member of the HR-department, on the 

11th of May.  Mr. Johnson works as a HR-specialist with focus on recruitment. The following 

section is a compilation of the interview with Mr. Johnson, secondary data, such as publications 

and documents from IAG have been used as a complement to the interview.   

4.1.1.1 Talent Management (TM) 

IAG are very dedicated to Talent Management (TM) and the term is vividly used within the 

whole company and especially at the HR-department. According to Mr. Johnson IAG South Africa 

have two major talent challenges: 

“One challenge is hiring people with the right skills and competence, especially within some 

departments where IAG need very specific skills. The other major challenge is to attract and retain 

black South Africans, which Mr. Johnson explains is even more challenging when being located in 

the WC Province” 

4.1.1.2 Employer Branding (EB) 

The term Employer Branding (EB) is well known for Mr. Johnson and IAG. A global head of EB is 

positioned at the IAG headquarter and some of the larger country offices have an EB-coordinator 

within the HR-department. At the smaller offices, as the South African division, the HR-manager 

reports to the global head of EB. It’s under discussion weather all offices should have an EB-
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coordinator and Mr. Johnson believes that this will soon come to reality since the EB-concept has 

come to gain increased attention at IAG.  

IAG’s EVP is stated from the IAG headquarter and is evaluated and revised approximately every 

five years. The global head of EB is responsible for this work with the assistance from the local 

EB-representatives. The EVP was updated in 2011 and highlights the unique culture at IAG and 

the development opportunities. IAG don not believe in time-related career ladders, a new 

employee that performs excellence can be promoted and have a fast-track career, especially for 

someone with an international interest since the international career opportunities are 

enormous. Mr. Johnson explains that IAG believe that people perform best when they can be in 

control of their own growth; therefore most of the training and development programs at IAG 

are optional. It has been suggested that every country, or at least every region, should adjust the 

global EVP so it better corresponds to national conditions and Mr. Johnson believes that South 

Africa could benefit a lot from this: 

“Today, China, South Africa and France share the same EVP and EB-strategies, at the same time the 

markets and people we’re communicate to differs, sometimes to an extreme. Our size is our 

strength because we can benefit and learn from each other but it’s also a weakness since there’s a 

clear need for national adjustments” 

The EB-efforts at IAG focus both on the internal and the external EB, but Mr. Johnson believes 

that IAG are more excel in the IEB field:  

“The employee satisfaction is high and compared to our competitors our staff turnover is lower, the 

salary higher and I think we have more benefits to offer. We’re aware that salaries are higher in 

Johannesburg and that’s one of the reasons why we’re currently reviewing our benefit program to 

make it more valuable than our competitor’s counterparts” 

Mr. Johnson often experience that the candidates are not aware of all these factors during the 

recruitment process, which he thinks of as an EEB failure.  

4.1.1.3 Diversity Management (DM) 

IAG have over 5000 employees worldwide naturally making diversity a fundamental part of the 

organization. Mr. Johnson explains that IAG South Africa get a lot of support and additional 

resources from the IAG headquarter with regard to South Africa’s legislative situation. Most of 

these resources are earmarked for fulfilling these legislative requirements rather than the part 

of DM that includes benefiting from diversity. At the IAG South African office there is no one 
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directly responsible for DM and Mr. Johnson believes that there is a need for a DM project group 

with a coordinator to get the DM-strategies more structured and emphasized.  

“This project group could arrange workshops and discussion sessions, most DM trainings today are 

focused on BBBEE and teaching managers about how to improve the score cards, it is of course 

very important but DM is much more than that. I even dare to say that the way it is today makes 

most people think of Diversity Management as something quite dull, when it could actually be one 

of the most exciting and rewarding areas” 

4.1.1.4 Student EB and diversity 

Mr. Johnson claims that IAG are very dedicated to students by providing internships and training 

programs, these are very popular and benefiting for the company but are few in numbers.  At the 

same time most available positions at IAG South Africa apply to more experienced professionals. 

According to Mr. Johnson, IAG South Africa have started to realize that in order to satisfy the 

need for competence and talents they have to focus more on graduates as a talent resource.  

“One way is to develop the student section at the career web page. We have a well-developed 

application database at our website; it is an important talent pool, which the recruiters at IAG try 

to stay update with. Here students can upload there CV’s and fill out professional personality tests 

to learn more about their career profile”.  

Another way Mr. Johnson wants to address students is to be more present at the universities in 

WC and IAG South Africa are in the recruitment process of hiring a HR-specialist with focus on 

graduate recruitment, which Mr. Johnson means is an important step in better brand themselves 

toward students since it’s quite challenging: 

“Unfortunately from my experience, companies are seen as cash cows by the universities and the 

collaboration is far from satisfying. When speaking to my international colleagues I realize so 

much more could be achieved: they sponsor university sport teams, take part in guest-lectures and 

arrange two-day student conferences with different themes. This is just to mention a few of many 

actions; I hope we’ll get there one day”. 

A project that is being discussed is the company’s presence on social media but a decision has 

not been made yet. Mr. Johnson explains that this is a complicated question: 

“There’s a considerable disagreement whether Facebook is a favorable arena for us, it’s hard to 

control and it’s probably difficult to maintain a high standard. We have a global FB-page but not a 
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national one. This global page is mostly informative and very general and the comments are 

censured before published” 

In a diversity aspect IAG South Africa try to emphasize diversity in adverts and at the career web 

page, they also include IAG’s commitment to diversity in all application ads and communication 

material. According to Mr. Johnson, in the case of South Africa, this is not enough. 

“It is extremely hard for us to recruit black talents, it is frustrating but we have to look beyond 

experienced professionals and focus more on black graduates. If this comes with need for skill- and 

training development that is a cost we should be prepared to take. Personally I hope that the 

graduate recruiter position will be given to a young black person, of course with a great passion 

and understanding for diversity so that more EB-focus can be given to black graduates.” 

Mr. Johnson thinks that there is a need for IAG South Africa, as well as for other WC-based 

companies to broader their strategies and perspectives in order to tackle the black talent 

problem. Mr. Johnson further means that the subject has been highlighted in recent years but 

that it is now the time to take serious action, both internally and externally.  

“We have internal resources working with EB and DM but it’s hard for them to understand the 

unique situation of South Africa. The SA management team has requested the resources to use 

external expertise and hopefully the budget will soon be approved by the head quarter and we’ll get 

a fair chance to catch up with our international colleagues within our company”.  

4.1.2 WC Finance Corp, Mr. Williams 18e April 

WC Finance Corp (WCFC) has a long history of managing investments in Cape Town, South 

Africa and has about 500 employees. We met Mr. Williams at the WCFC headquarter the 18th of 

April. Mr. Williams has worked for WCFC for seven years in different management positions but 

since February 2010 he works at the HR department as a recruitment specialist. The following 

section is a compilation of the interview with Mr. Williams, as a complement to the interview 

secondary data, such as publications and documents, have been used.  

4.1.2.1 Talent Management 

WCFC are a knowledge-based organization where the right competence and talent is essential 

and WCFC actively work with TM. Mr. Williams stresses that they view their employees as long-

term investments but that they struggle both to attract and retain the right talents:  
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“The biggest challenge for us is to attract and retain the best employees, especially when it comes 

to black professionals. We do need to attract more black talents due to the different legislations in 

order to fill the legislated quote of black employees.”    

Mr. Williams explain that WCFC is a traditional Cape Town company where the culture is 

traditionally “white”. WCFC has a big talent pool and are considered to be an attractive 

employer: 

“However, most people who apply are white as we are very well-known and have an admirable 

status amongst white South Africans and most of our clients are white” 

Mr. Williams explains that there are many factors to why companies in WC have trouble 

attracting and retaining black talents and WCFC do not know how to address it but mentions EB 

as one important tool.  

4.1.2.2 Employer Branding (EB) 

Within WCFC the term EB is used frequently and the company recently revised their EVP to 

make WCFC more appealing to a larger representative part of the population. This 

transformation was initiated by the HR department but involved the views of all levels in the 

organization, the CEO, the senior and junior managers and other staff.  

“The aim for this was to try to ensure that the new EVP represents the whole and true organization 

and not just what we want it to be”.   

Mr. Williams stresses that even if the EB-efforts always could be more improved, he believes that 

they have a relatively strong EB:  

“We have a strong brand, both corporate and employer wise. It’s consistent and always expresses 

excellency, we are always ourselves and do not try compete with others. Therefore we don’t see the 

meaning of using external agencies on a strategic level, we don’t need bench marking” 

However, Mr. Williams admits that this is also a weakness as he personally believes that a 

company needs to stay update with its competitors for several reasons, one being learning from 

others success factors and mistakes: 

“The Western Cape region and its labor market is so exposed to different challenges and I’m not 

sure we can stick to our isolated approach in the long run if we want to attract diversity. Even if I 
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like the idea of being uncompromising on an ideologylevel, you have to be pragmatic when running a 

business. Do we really want people to consider us as having an elitist, white and patriarchal company 

culture?”  

4.1.2.3 Diversity Management (DM) 

Diversity is about much more than ethnicity according to Mr. Williams and the DM work at 

WCFC has lately received more attention since the newly hired DM-coordinator is truly 

passionate and engaged. All managers must for example take courses in DM, this course educate 

managers regarding peoples tendency to recruit people similar to themselves. 

“However these courses are only for managers, but I know that the DM-coordinator will try to 

make the DM-work more transparent so that it permeates the whole of the organization which will 

hopefully be beneficial for our EB-work towards black people” 

WCFC have many black employees in total but white males dominate most of the higher 

managerial posts. Mr. Williams mean that one of the explanations is the failure in retaining black 

talents. Efforts have been made though and a couple of years ago they put much effort on 

translating all documents to English from Afrikaans in order to become more inclusive: 

The white culture is set in the walls and even if we try hard to change it, it still dominates the 

organization, we can’t stop people’s thoughts and acts as little as we can stop people talking 

Afrikaans in informal situations”.  

Another effort that Mr. Williams wants to highlight is the transformation plan that has been 

created recently, this plan focus on the DM-related areas that will most likely be legislated in a 

couple of years.  

4.1.2.4 Student Employer Branding and diversity 

Students are getting more focus in WCFC’s EB-work as they believe in growing their own talent 

and there have been ideas about getting a HR-specialist that would work solely towards 

students. WCFC have a well-developed internship program which reaches from two weeks to 

four months, they are present at all four universities in WC through ads in student magazines 

and occasionally do guest lecturers where they present the company.  

“We find that it is hard to get in touch with students today, we have a contact person on the 

universities and to be honest I feel that this person is a bit of a gate keeper rather than a rewarding 

partner. I feel that the universities welcome information about us that they can pass on to students 
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but are reluctant to let us interact with the students. My opinion is that where far from our full 

potential when it comes to collaborating with the universities in WC”   

Mr. Williams point out that the students themselves are also to blame since they seem to believe 

that the job will come to them. He gives examples of low interest for guest lectures and career 

fairs and the lack of a proactive attitude from most students, especially black students.  

“A problem is that we’re only aiming to target the top-students as you need excellent study results 

to be considered a position here. We’ve started to use previous graduates in order to reach more 

networks of students at the different universities in an attempt to make the relationship towards 

the students more informal. These employees have an own section at or company-blog and this blog 

is linked to our FB-page” 

Mr. Williams is aware that some private blogs are writing negative posts about WCFC as an 

employer: 

“Some people are trying to spread untrue rumors about our company without knowing the whole 

picture. We have a policy not to comment these posts as we don’t want encourage discussions on 

such low levels. I’d rather prefer for these persons to talk directly to us instead of trash talking us 

online” 

Mr. Williams believes that one key to attract more black students is to start using more 

communication channels and LinkedIn is one of them: 

“Many of our employees are having an account and personally I feel more comfortable to have my 

co-workers and clients on LinkedIn than on Facebook. I think LinkedIn is a great way of branding 

us an employer, it’s structured and professional” 

On the question whether diversity is communicated through these channels he says: 

“An external agency is responsible for designing our ads and we always express that we would like 

to appeal to previously disadvantaged people through these ads”. 

WCFC also offer scholarships and fellowships programs to predominately previously 

disadvantaged black South Africans in order to contribute to the society. Mr. Williams further 

expresses that black professionals are in high demand and that it’s hard to retain black 

graduates for a longer period of time: 
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“I can understand them in one way, since they are so attractive on the market they tend to leave 

when they get another more appealing offer. It’s hard to cope with; we can’t promote people to 

high management post after only a year just to keep them within our company. What we can do is 

to encourage and support our black talents since we are a very performance-driven company with 

performance based salaries.”  

4.1.3 Cape Retailers ltd 

Cape Retailers ltd (CRL) is one of the larger companies within the retailing industry in South 

Africa with nearly 1000 employees. Most of the employees work first line but the head quarter in 

Cape Town consists of 75 people that work with strategies and development. Mrs. Miller is the 

HR coordinator on CRL and specializes in recruitment. We met Mrs. Miller at the CRL 

headquarters for an interview and the fallowing section is a compilation of that interview but 

also from publications and documents from CRL’ web site.   

4.1.3.1 Talent Management 

CRL work actively with talent management and are using different agencies in order to develop 

and maintain a high standard in their TM-work and they see their employees as the foundation 

for a sustainable future. Mrs. Miller explains that in order to give their customer the quality, 

knowledge and professional service they aim for, it is a necessity to have the best employees and 

constantly develop their competences. CRL always search internally before externally when they 

need to hire, Mrs. Miller means that this is a good way of marketing career opportunities 

internally.  

“Some of the best people holding higher management positions started as first line employees and 

have worked their way up. I’m one of those guys and I remember passing the office building on my 

way to work thinking that I would like to work there one day. Coming from the town ships I’m very 

thankful for what this company has given me” 

But it’s not always possible to find the competence needed internally and then CRL has two 

options: one is to recruit externally and one is to train a current talented employee. These 

training courses have been developed in collaboration with an external part, specialized in 

competence and skill training.     

“We have a wide range of employees, from first line to top managers and we find it extremely 

important to spot our talents early on and invest in these talents, especially black talents. We have 
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courses for people who want to advance and we reward performances. Rewarding is not always 

about paying higher salaries, I believe you can be awarded in many ways”  

4.1.3.2 Employer Branding (EB) 

CRL have a strong EB and they work hard to promote themselves to potential employees and 

keep current ones within the company. Mrs. Miller wishes that more people would see CRL as a 

long-term career opportunity and not just as a stepping-stone to the next job which is especially 

notable for black talents. The HQ and especially the HR department have therefore put a lot of 

work in changing and developing their EB, this includes developing an EVP: 

“I’m well aware of the term EVP and I know it’s similar to a USP. We have an unofficial motto that 

we want people to come and work for us, stay with us and grow with us; I think this is the closest 

we’ll come to an EVP. My hope is that the essence of this motto will imbue the EVP”. 

As mentioned earlier, CRL are aiming to grow black talents and as for most companies in WC this 

is truly challenging: 

“I think that attracting, developing and retaining diversity is extremely important everywhere but 

especially in a country like South Africa and a province like Western Cape. You don’t really have a 

choice but to work with it, regardless of you believe it’s important or not” 

4.1.3.3 Diversity Management (DM) 

DM has always been present throughout the whole organization, even before the end of 

apartheid. There are several employees who only work with developing new strategies and 

policies within diversity and further educate new and old employees:  

“Our aim is to be pioneers in these questions and we are proud to say that we have come a long way 

compared to our competitors in working with DM. We have for example a mentorship program 

where young professionals are paired up with senior employees, men and women and black with 

white. We believe in meetings and knowledge transfer cross experience, gender and ethnicity” 

CLR work with their BBBEE in five-year cycles and it is related to the overall employee bonus 

schemes for the managers. Mrs. Miller claims that CRL always have been more advanced than 

the legal requirements in terms of fulfilling the black ratio. One of the reasons it that the 

management team from an early point decided that CRL should reflect their customer base 

throughout the whole organization: 
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“This was probably as much as a marketing strategy as a diversity strategy, but I still think it’s an 

incredible way of thinking, it definitely gives our whole brand credibility. I would lie if I said that 

we’re not struggling with some of the laws but I welcome them since I believe they’re necessary to 

get the country back on track.”  

4.1.3.4 Student Employer Branding and diversity 

CRL actively search for candidates from different cultures and backgrounds and offer 

contributions and further possibilities to students that are from a disadvantaged background. 

Mrs. Miller explains that one strategy is to set examples: 

“We find it extremely important to have black role models in the whole company, from first line 

managers to director positions. Especially since many of our part-time workers are black students.”  

Mrs. Miller has noticed two factors that complicate their ability to attract black students: 

“Few black South Africans graduate from retailing-related study programs; it’s a very competitive 

market, both for the companies and the professionals so many black students play it safe. When it 

comes to more general management positions, such as accounting and law, we have a hard time 

attracting black students and professionals since businesses like bank, finance and real estate seem 

to be more appealing with higher status and better wages” 

According to Mrs. Miller CRL try to work proactively with this and focus on attracting final year 

students at upper secondary schools to apply to retailing-related study programs. This is done 

by fares, graduate programs and scholarships.  

“Once these people are undergoing education we host annual career dinners where we invite 

students from local universities, we’ve tried to engage the universities but unfortunately we have to 

do most of the promotion work ourselves as most universities charge a large fee for using there 

communication channels”. 

They also use Facebook and Twitter to reach a broad group of people and on their web page 

people who are interested in the company can ask questions and find instructions how to 

prepare for an interview and how to write a CV: 

“Our student EB-coordinator is extremely passionate and competent. She has, in collaboration with 

an external agency, formed strategies and we have started to see small improvements in the 

number of black applicants to our junior positions” 
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According to Mrs. Miller they are very consistent in their advertising and pushes on the fun and 

creative atmosphere where people help each other and not compete with each other: 

“We believe that passion and attitude is more important than skills. We look for people who will fit 

our norms and values, people who are looking for THIS job not just any job.” 

4.2 The Consultant Agency 

4.2.1 TalMan HR 

Founded in 2002 by two former HR-specialists from a larger corporate, TalMan has grown to be 

one of Cape Town’s most well-known TM specialized consultant bureau and is now a part of a 

global network of TM-specialists. TalMan uses TM as an umbrella concept that includes a wide 

variety of different HR-related areas that are relevant to acquire, retain and develop talented 

employees, including EB and DM. The over twenty consultants work with tailor-made 

assignments towards different clients that ranges from small to large organizations. On the 3rd of 

May we met with Mr. Clark, one of TalMan’s founders for an interview to hear how his bureau 

comes in contact with this thesis subject. The following is a summary of the outcome of this 

interview.  

4.2.1.1 Talent Management (TM) 

TalMan HR started on the initiative of Mr. Clark and one of his female colleagues. As they both 

worked within a large corporation with strategic TM with successful outcomes they decided to 

help more companies: 

“We noticed how important changes could take place when people like us within the company went 

above and beyond to reach successful TM-strategies and realized that it can’t just be the politician’s 

responsibility to deal with. Furthermore we realized how much more people were willing to listen 

when we didn’t present the actions plans and targets as a result of the government’s directions but 

as a strategy that in the long run would be beneficial for the company as a whole and that’s how 

TalMan approach organizations” 

Black talent management is by far the most requested service from WC-based companies. Mr. 

Clark’s opinion is that WC’s struggle to attract and retain black talents are severe and are afraid 

that the politicians will start to panic due to lack of fast results which will lead to more 

aggressive actions. On the other hand Mr. Clark believes that WC and its organizations have such 

strong potentials:  
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Politicians are only chasing the big numbers. Therefore we try to convey a sane message that it’s 

just not all gloom and doom. In order to solve a problem you have to acknowledge its existence, but 

honestly, who doesn’t? I mean, come on, enough of the dwelling and self-blaming, it’s time to be 

solution-oriented and look into the future! And I’m positive that if some organizations set the 

footprints others will follow!” 

4.2.1.2 Employer Branding and Diversity Management 

When it comes to the companies EB Mr. Clark means that a lot of the companies in WC have a 

strong product-or service brand and that they therefore believe that the EB-work will be a quick 

fix: 

“Here is where a lot of clients have a distorted perception of reality; they’ve invested a great 

amount of time and money to develop a strong product- and service brand with unique and famous 

USP’s. Despite this, they expect us to come in and do a few consultant hours that will result in magic 

EB and a hearty EVP. I guess it’s because they think a strong brand automatically will build a 

strong EB. You should know I wish it could be that simple” 

Mr. Clark describes that it takes a strategic and analytical approach when working with a client’s 

employer brand as a part of their talent management strategies since different TM-areas easily 

collide: 

 “For example, when doing workshops with representatives from the client, we notice a quite 

interesting pattern; the workshop usually contains a brainstorming session where the participants 

write down on big boards the contents of the organization’s TM-related areas such as diversity, 

employer brand, performance management etc. Long story short: in one way they want to be 

perceived as a super-unique workplace where only talents with a very specific mindset fit in to the 

culture.  One the other hand they want to be perceived as that super-open workplace where 

everyone belongs.” 

The challenge here according to Mr. Clark is to not take the easy way out and set those 

meaningless and general EVP’s since the whole point with an employer brand is that it should be 

differentiated. The trick is to develop an employer brand that’s unique, yet not foreclosing 

towards black talents or talented women for example: 

“The major challenge though is to get the different TM-areas such as employer branding, 

performance management, learning and development, diversity management etc. to work in 

harmony and not be contradictory.  The workshops I mentioned earlier are often an eye-opener to 
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the participants that: oh my, we got some heavy and tricky workload ahead of us and it’s not going 

to take a couple of weeks” 

Mr. Clark means that attracting diverse is always an aim in EB in CT, and if you are going to 

attract diverse you have to show that your company is diverse and embrace diversity: 

“It’s kinda’ funny when you think about it, even though we’ve always have separated, excluded and 

included people from different ethnicities because we are different we assume everyone want the 

same when addressing the big mass, women, men, young, old, black and white. We can’t forget that 

we all are individuals who have different needs and wants. And the black culture is perceived 

different from the culture of the white and colored in for example there are some restaurants I Cape 

Town where you would never see a black family, not because they are unwelcome but because it is 

not simply appealing to them. I could give more examples that include sport, music, clothes and so 

on.”   

TalMan’s experience is that most South African organizations, including the ones in WC, have a 

quite narrow perspective of what DM is, relating DM mainly to the legal factors such as avoiding 

discrimination and fulfilling legal aspects.  

“Companies need to understand what DM can bring back to the company in terms of gaining 

advantages and adding value to the organization by having a diverse workforce”  

In many cases they have to focus on the legal perspective in first hand as there might be short of 

resources and the organization and politicians want fast results. Fast results often mean hiring 

skilled professionals.  

“However, companies could benefit a lot by focus less on attracting skills and more on attracting 

potential talents with the right culture match and that’s why attracting black students are so 

important even though many WC companies find it harder than in other parts of the country” 

1.2.1.3 Students 

According to Mr. Clark there are several reasons why black WC university students hesitate to 

stay and work for WC companies once they graduate. One reason could be that black students 

have a feeling of not belonging in WC since by far perceived to be the whitest province in South 

Africa. Another reason is that WC is not the top-of-mind career springboard among black 

students. Its prestigious going to Johannesburg as it has a strong business-climate that’s 

appealing to career-hungry students.  
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This is especially true for black students as they might be the first in their family to graduate: 

”If you come from a poor background, as many black students do, you may be the first with a 

university degree and it’s important to make your family and friends proud with a well-paid and 

high-status job” 

WC companies are  often trying to compete with Johannesburg but. Mr. Clark belives that WC 

can offer stability and a chance to be creative in a higher degree than Johannesburg: 

“Western Cape organizations tend to focus on competing with the advantages of pursuing a career 

in Johannesburg instead of focusing on highlighting the advantages of their organization and 

Western Cape. For example, I believe Western Cape companies can offer a balance between work 

and leisure. I also believe that this region is very creative and that business people here are more 

innovative and less controlled than in Johannesburg where ideas are not as utilized” 

A creative climate is something that Mr. Clark and his colleagues have noticed is compelling to 

students these days. Despite this, organizations just seem to assume that students are chasing 

the Johannesburg business climate:  

“You have some marketing and HR hot shots guessing what can attract the students, but how many 

invest time in actually asking the black students what they think, what they value and what’s 

appealing to them?” 

Mr. Clark points out that there is a crucial line between branding WC as a business region and 

stay unique:  

“We don’t want to end up in a situation where all the Western Cape organizations take the region’s 

competitive advantages and turn them into the organization’s competitive advantages. That’s why 

it’s so important for organizations in the region to collaborate around these questions in parallel 

with investing in their own EB”. 

TalMan is a profit organization that makes money on their client’s request and therefore can’t 

control on which target groups the clients should focus on: 

“We can consult them but never force them to let us help out with black student-related EB-

strategies. Starting in 2013 we will therefore offer free seminars to our current clients on this 

subject. We will be presenting success stories from previous assignments and give a discount to 

participating organizations when hiring us for consultancy regarding EB towards black students.” 
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A common assumption among the WC organizations is that it’s difficult to target this group and 

Mr. Clark hopes that the seminars will brighten these perceptions: 

“Organizations find it hard to get in to universities and they’re afraid of approaching them in a 

politically incorrect way, afraid of not being able to meet the students on a common ground. I can 

understand, after all we’re dealing with quite a touchy subject here. But we know how other 

organizations managed; we know which career counselors to collaborate with and which 

communication message and channels are effective.” 

TalMan have noticed that there is an idea amongst companies that universities are considered 

unapproachable and closed and they want to inspire both students and companies to become 

more active parts on the labor market and have a relationship long before graduation. There is a 

lack of black role models in the WC companies on all levels, which makes it hard for black 

students to connect with the companies.  

Mr. Clark points out that the DM is a sensitive subject and experiences that WC companies are so 

afraid of doing wrong that they tend to all do the same. For example one the companies web 

pages and student ads there’s a picture with one black, one white and one colored person, often 

models, smiling together. TalMan advice companies to use a broader variety of communication 

channels when targeting students as for example: local university papers, brochures, workfares, 

student fares project groups, ambassadors, surveys, networks and internships. He is especially 

keen on discussing social media with the clients: 

“I think companies tend to underestimate the power of social media and I think many lack a proper 

strategy how to manage and benefit from social media. I find that companies in Johannesburg are 

one step ahead as many of them are employing a person responsible for the social media 

strategies.” 

Mr. Clark thinks that the universities in WC maintain a very high standard and that more 

organizations should realize the potential that grows: 

“The universities are the nursery-garden for future talents. They plant the seeds but the companies 

can’t trust the universities to water and nourish these seeds and then expect to just go and pick 

them when they’re blooming, they have to help out throughout their growth. By using a reactive 

approach instead of a proactive approach they’re definitely missing out on some true gems” 
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4.3 Student Focus Groups 

The focus group sessions started by discussing the concept of EB and it soon became clear that even 

though most students have heard about EB, few could describe the term in details. A majority of the 

students agreed upon that it’s very important for companies to have a strong EB, just as a strong 

corporate or product/service brand. When asking what’s characteristic for a strong EB the students 

had a lot of different suggestions and thoughts; some valued an EB that stands for strong career 

opportunities while other empathized a EB that express a stimulating and fun work environment. Most 

of the students believed that WC companies are not branding themselves enough: 

“In my opinion they are not trying hard enough to stand out, they all sound the same to me and 

sometimes it sounds too good to be true, sometimes you even know it’s not true”. 

We also discussed whether the students had considered staying in CT after graduating. A majority of 

the students expressed that they had considered staying in CT as they have their friends and their 

families in WC but many had given up the idea. There was a common agreement in the focus groups 

that WC did not have the reputation of being a career-pursuing city, however a few students disagreed 

and meant that you can have just a blooming career in Cape Town as in any other big city. Discussions 

occurred as many students claimed that companies in WC have lower wages and less opportunity for 

advancements than companies in for example Johannesburg many of the students explained. One 

student said: 

“If you want to have a fast career and earn money, whether you are white or black you go to 

Johannesburg. Everyone knows that you can make a fortune in Johannesburg, I’ve never heard of 

fortunes being made in Cape Town” 

Most of the students also stated that they had a feeling that companies in WC do not have any 

interest in students.  

“Maybe if the companies tried harder I would stay, companies in Johannesburg have already 

starting to courting or maybe you say head hunting, some talented students. Most of the courting is 

made by former students cause they know your character and not just your study results” 

When the students started to discuss some of the companies in WC by names some of the 

companies clearly had a bad reputation among the students: 
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“A lot of Western Cape companies are, pardon my language, conservative-white-old-money-

Afrikaan companies. Black professionals have a hard time fitting in as it is so that kind of 

companies are not even under consideration for me and most of my friends”. 

A majority of the students do not speak Afrikaans and the few who do were significantly more 

positive to stay in the WC area upon graduation. Afrikaan as a professional language in WC 

seems to be an important reason to why the students were reluctant to stay in WC after 

graduation: 

“I have a friend that used to work for a company in Cape Town. On the interview they told him that 

the corporate language is English. And yes, in some ways that was true, English was spoken on 

every meeting but as soon as they stepped out of the meeting room everyone started to speak 

Afrikaans. He found the job exciting but quit the job after only a year since he felt he was left out 

socially” 

Most students agreed that Afrikaans is a factor separating the white and colored from the black 

and meant that colored and white people have a lot more in common in terms of language and 

culture. Ethnicity is a subject that engaged most of the student in our focus groups and the 

students talked about different experiences and obstacles they had encountered and stated that 

even though they were living in a “white” city they didn’t have many white or colored friends. 

 

“Walking around on campus or in the business areas of Cape Town you notice how the black stick 

to themselves and how white and colored walk side by side and being friends outside work and 

school, so I guess it’s not all about the color of your skin but what you have in common with each 

other. There is so much focus on ethnicity in CT, not one day goes by without you getting reminded 

that you are black.” 

One student said, referring to the apartheid: 

“Even though we are no longer separated by law we are separated by our own prejudices and pride. 

It is not strange, our past has left its mark and we are all suspicious of each other. As black you 

can’t even go into a shop on Longstreet (a main street in Cape Town, author’s note) unless you tell 

the shop assistant your business whilst the white and colored can just walk in. But on the other 

hand; every time I meet a white man I think he believes he got higher status than me”.  
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To come to terms with the problems of diversity the students talked vividly about openness, 

faith, communication and DM. Many of students stated that they believed that diversity training, 

not only directed towards one ethnic group was the key.   

“It is not only white people who need training in diversity but all of us need to learn of each other, it 

is always fun to learn new cultures and I think young people are more open to learn and think 

beyond the past”. “I know I have some prejudices about white and even against black people, for 

example: I’ve got higher trust in a white doctor than a black doctor, it is weird how brainwashed 

we are to believe that your skin color decides your intelligence and education level” 

A few of the students expressed that companies talk a lot about their DM but that reality reveals 

another story: 

“Companies tell us that they want us and that they can offer you a chance to develop and grow but 

from what I’ve heard you will soon realize that the main reason you’re there is as a mannequin 

displaying their social responsibility and filling their black quota”.  

As mentioned earlier, there was also a strong feeling that the culture in CT based companies is 

very white and there are not many black people on the higher positions: 

“It is hard to find black role models in CT and you don’t want to be the only black person in the 

higher positions, I would always wonder if I’m there because my skills or the fact that I’m black” 

The students discussed diversity at the workplace and some of them thought that BBBEE was 

one of the most important factors when deciding whether a company would be interesting for 

them. Others meant that they in fact valued an employer who embrace differences and made 

everyone feel appreciated rather than an employer who brags about high numbers on the 

BBBEE scorecards: 

“My uncle works for a small company here in WC, there definitely not one of the top BBBEE 

companies in the area but he never experienced a better employer. Before that he worked at a big 

corporation and although their numbers where admirable he said that the culture was cold and 

unwelcoming for black professionals, but they paid high wages and I guess that worked” 

The diversity discussions involved the regulations and the students were not in agreement 

whether they regulations were favorable or just diminishing. Most of the students experienced 
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BBBEE and other regulations as stigmatizing and that the society and company are doing you a 

favor.  

“I wish SA didn’t need regulations, I wish we could solve the problem in another way but you cannot 

forget decades of suppression overnight, and we shouldn’t forget it, we should learn from it and let 

it be a reminder of what not to do”. “We want to get a job because we’re the best-qualified 

candidate, and not because we’re black, the questions is whether we would get a job if it wasn’t for 

the regulations, I’m not so sure”.  

Even though the students had different opinions what is typical for a strong EB most agreed that 

DM is an important part of EB, but in a true and genuine way.  

“Seriously, I’m tired of the warm and smiling pictures of people with different backgrounds and skin 

color on every company’s websites and I doubt it reflects reality”  

This quote is quite typical for how many of the students perceived how companies communicate 

their EB- and DM-work and expressed a wish that it would be a more social and two-way 

communication. This included company visits, internships and career days. Few students had 

any experiences of such activities even though they’ve heard about their existence:  

“I think we had a student career day once, I found out the day afterwards but I heard that it wasn’t 

really good anyway so I’m not too sad I missed out.” 

A lot of the students dream about an internship opportunity, but few had had the chance to 

experience one but the ones who had would strongly recommend it to other students although 

they felt there were not enough black managers at the companies.  

 “Mostly you listen to your friends or relatives experiences and when you hear something good 

about a company you get more interested and their negative experienced definitely affects you” 

The students also discussed the selection-process when applying for internships or graduate 

jobs and many experienced that the companies put too much weight on academic merits like 

grades. Some experienced that companies lack in providing feedback in the recruitment process: 

”I understand that companies can’t take all applicants on board but regardless of whether I’ll be 

taken to the next step I’d like to receive feedback and answers to the questions I may have, I feel 

that the companies are arrogant if they’re hard to get in touch with”  
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The students expressed the importance of communication channels and many believed that the 

companies are not aware of the impact of social media and word of mouth: 

“Young people spend a lot of time online, reading blogs, visiting Facebook and Internet 

communities. As soon as I hear about a company or a product I Google it to find out what people 

thinks of them and I wish that the companies would be more present” 

A lot of the students claimed that they trust comments and blog posts more than the information 

written on the corporate web pages. It’s also clear that their prime source for information about 

companies is not the information presented by the companies: 

“The companies always make it sounds so awesome, but I rather speak to people who have worked 

for or are working for the company. Unfortunately, since most black students leave WC after 

finishing uni I know more about Jo-Burg companies than WC companies” 

We also discussed the career-network community LinkedIn and a majority of the students did 

not have an account. One of the students holding an account said: 

“I think LinkedIn is really cool, I have connections there that I wouldn’t have on Facebook, 

professors, previous managers, friends of my parents and so on. Hopefully it will help me build a 

business network online. I also like that I can see where other people with my background have 

ended up”  

Although the students believed that companies could make a greater effort to make black 

students stay in WC upon graduation some also believed that the companies should spend 

resources on the South African society: 

“Many of these companies we’re active in the apartheid regime and I think it’s important that they 

contribute to solving the social problems in South Africa. A lot of my relatives and friends still live in 

the town ships and honestly I think it’s better that the company spend their money on project that 

will secure clean water and food for them than on expensive events to attract me to their specific 

company” 

Other students disagreed and meant that both should be done since it’s important for the 

children growing up in the townships to see that there are career possibilities for black people in 

WC and that is best shown by set examples of successful black professionals at the WC 

companies.  
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Overall the students which for the companies to be more clear when communicating their DM 

and EB-work: 

“I would like to see surveys from black employees or other statics that give you a truer picture; it’s 

easy to talk but harder to prove”  

This also includes how black professionals at the companies express themselves: 

“At a career event a black woman from a WC company talked about the benefits of working for that 

specific company, the funny, or tragic thing, is that she’s a friend of my sister and I know she made 

it sound much more fantastic than it is. I know she’s not as satisfied at that company as she made it 

sound. It makes me sick, they probably told her what to say, and I don’t trust that company at all 

anymore because of this” 

A lot of the students felt that they are a target group for the WC companies, but not for a few 

years’ time: 

“The companies say that they are interested in you but when you look at their career sites most 

openings are not for graduates. As a black person I feel as a targeted person for the WC companies, 

but as a student I feel their interest is low”. 

All the WC universities have student counselors and of the students in the focus groups have 

talked to them at least once during their studies. Although a majority of the students felt that 

these counselors where welcoming and willing to help they didn’t feel that the meetings where 

of any greater use.  

“When I asked the student counselor about possible career paths she didn’t even once mentioned 

the opportunities here in WC, she spoke in very general terms. When I asked about a company here 

in WC within my study area she knew very little of them. This surprised me since they had a half 

page ad in our career magazine but apparently this is the only connection!” 
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5. ANALYSIS 

This chapter’s intention is to describe how the empirical findings correlate with the theoretical 

framework to explain the employer branding links between businesses and black students in a 

Western Cape context. The analysis and discussion will follow the theoretical chapter’s disposal in 

order to create a clear contrast to the empirical part where the sections are based on the 

interviewees. 

 

5.1 Talent Management 

According to Rosethorn (2009) and Yaqub and Khan (2001) the term Talent Management (TM) 

refers to the whole process of people. Rosethorn (2009) further points out that there is a TM-

worldwide struggle due different factors such as increased globalization, intensified competition 

and the mobility on the labor market. Advancement of technology and informational flows is 

another important factor effecting TM (Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 2005). Nowadays the people of 

the organization are often valued as its most important asset, which put the concept of TM high 

up on the agenda (Uren & Samuel, 2007, Backhaus &Tikoo, 2004).  

All the participating companies in our study as well as the TM-focuses agency, TalMan, highlight 

the importance of talent acquisition and expressed the major talent-struggle that the Western 

Cape Province (WC) is exposed to. As mentioned in the introduction there are national and 

regional differences in these struggles that is important to be aware of when investigating how 

to work with TM in a strategic way (Lindmark & Önnevik, 2011, Rosethorn, 2009). In a South 

African context, and WC in particular, these struggles are highly concentrated to the challenge of 

attracting and retaining black talents, which is clearly pointed out by the companies.  

TalMan certifies that black talent management is without competition the most requested 

services for the agency and out of the companies in this study CRL are the one that mostly have 

engaged agencies in their overall TM-work, although not TalMan. Caligiuri et al (2010) states 

that TM is a broad concept consisting of several other concepts, this is in line with TalMan’s view 

as they see TM-as an umbrella-concept. One of the most powerful concepts included in TM is 

Employer Branding (EB), which is our major focus in this thesis; another important concept is 

Diversity Management (DM), which is included in this study due to its contextual nature.  
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5.2 Diversity Management (DM) 

Just as with many other concepts the concept of DM is broad and complex with no clear 

definition.  According to Shen et al (2009) DM covers different strategies focusing on managing 

workplace diversity, those diversities include but are not limited to gender, ethnicity, age and 

religious beliefs. Shen et al (2009) also separate the aim of the DM-tool into two different paths: 

DM as a strategy to fulfill legal requirements and DM as a tool to making use of and appreciate 

diversity.  

The undoubtedly most common diversity to come to mind among our interviewees is ethnicity 

and one of the major challenges in terms of EB is to attract and retain black talents. It’s clear that 

South Africa in general and WC in particular are in a context that requires ethical diversity to be 

put on top of the agenda, a perception also supported by McGregor (2011) England (2012) and 

Lundy (2009). However it should be pointed out that TalMan and the participating companies 

were keen on stressing the fact that neither DM nor EB are solely about ethnicity and legal 

requirements but for contextual reasons most time and effort have to be dedicated ethnical 

diversity. TalMan specialized in TM, means that diversity is a crucial part of EB for most WC 

companies and our discussions with our interviewees regarding EB constantly touched diversity 

in one way or another.  

5.2.1 Diversity Management (DM): legalizations, policies and requirements 

The reason for the ethnicity focus is the extensive policies and regulations applying to the South 

African labor market. The intensity of these legal requirements also controls to a great extent 

which part of DM should be gaining the most attention (Shen et al, 2009). This is a pattern that 

can be seen clearly in our empirical findings and it’s by no mean ambiguous that the participants 

in our study mainly associate DM with the legalization-aspect. However this is not exclusive to 

South Africa or WC since Horwitz and Jain (2011) state that most people make such associations 

even though it’s, according to Shen et al (2009), rarely as prominent as in South Africa due to its 

history and ambitions for the future. 

It’s extremely hard for the companies to live up to the requirements and all the participating 

companies believe that it puts major stress on the organizations to live up to these bold 

ambitions. WCFC stresses that they need to attract more black employees to fill the legislated 

quota. IAG are well aware of the fact that their BBBEE scorecards need to be improved. CLR 

work with BBBEE in five-year cycles and are the only company in our study that includes 

BBBEE-results in the overall employee bonus schemes for the managers. According to Rosethorn 
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(2009) and Knouse (2009) it’s important to engage the management teams in the work towards 

attain a diverse work force.  

Rosethorn (2009) and Knouse (2009) also point how important it is for the organization to 

support the DM-work.  In terms of legal support WCFC experience that their legal department is 

very skilled in BBBEE-knowledge and IAG states that the international headquarter are very 

supportive in helping the South African divisions with the legal requirements. CRL holds an 

advanced legal level in terms of BBBEE and major efforts have been made to reach high BBBEE-

scores.  

Horwitz and Jain (2011) mean that the legal aspect of DM tends to receive large amount of 

resources in order to avoid legal reprimands. Therefore it’s not surprising that the participating 

companies spend a lot of budget on legal fulfillments. The opposite could be contra productive as 

it could have a significant negative impact on their business (Southhall & Tangri, 2008, Wöcke & 

Sutherland, 2008). 

TalMan fear that the politicians will sharpen the requirements and believe it would stress the 

companies even more. At the same time South Africa and WC have an extreme situation where 

the black majority for long time where being oppressed by a small white minority and turning 

the labor market to mirroring the population requires bold actions (Wöcke & Sutherland, 2008). 

However, it’s not hard to see though that these actions come with less desirable consequences: 

as with all types of affirmative actions there are always the risk of stigmatization and a feel of 

being chosen on wrong grounds (Olsen, 2010). Our empirical findings among the students show 

that this is complex: the students discussed the complicity of affirmative actions and in one way 

they admit that they and their fellow black peers probably wouldn’t stand a chance without 

them.  

The black South Africans were for many years denied the right to universities and qualified 

positions and they rarely come from academically and professional backgrounds therefore 

lacking the valuable networks (Marais, 2011, La Pierre, 2011, Clarke & Wogner, 2011). On the 

other hand many of the focus group students strongly wish that the BBBEE wouldn’t have to 

exist since they mention that it’s hard to shake of that feeling of stigma as mentioned by Olsen 

(2010).  

TalMan’s WC clients are often having a quite narrow image of the content of DM and the 

assignments relating to DM rarely focus on making use and appreciate diversity. Ng and Burke 
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(2005), Shen et al (2009) and Glen (2007) emphasize the benefits of seeing DM as a tool for 

appreciating and making use of diversity which will lead to competitive advantages.  

5.2.2 Diversity Management (DM): Making use and appreciate diversity 

As mentioned in the previous section companies tend to focus their DM-efforts toward legal 

aspects.  Knouse (2009) means that, in order to fully success in DM and be an attractive 

employer that attracts, retains and develops talents, the companies must also see diversity as an 

important asset and not as a problem that must be dealt with. TalMan mentioned several times 

that diversity should be seen as an organizational value and that it’s crucial for the EB to not 

only work with the legal parts of DM but to also embrace diversity in the EB-work, this is 

supported by Rosethorn (2009). 

It’s important that different levels of the organization collaborate in the DM-work and not just the HR 

or legal department (Ng & Burke, 2005). CRL claims that DM is proactively present throughout the 

whole organization, yet not denying that they’re struggling with black TM which could suggest that the 

DM-work could be further improved. Most of IAG’s DM-budget is earmarked for BBBEE-

improvements, this includes how managers can improve the scorecards, however the HR department 

at IAG South Africa would like to see a project group that would focus more on how the company could 

benefit from diversity and believe this could make DM more interesting. This is an interesting idea, 

however, to succeed with this implementation it’s important that the project group involves all levels 

of the organization. WCFC has recently hired a DM-coordinator and this person is supposed to be 

highly passionate which is positive and Rosethorn (2009) states the importance of having motivated 

and engaged people working with TM-related questions in order to fully succeed. TalMan can see the 

same pattern among the clients and can often draw parallels between failures and unengaged 

employees.  

 

Ng and Burke (2005) express that it’s important to value diversity, especially in a country like South 

Africa where diversity is so present and a majority of the students in the focus groups agreed that not 

a single days passes without encountering diversity-related discussions. Glen (2007) mentions that 

embracing DM can increase the number of applicants and WCFC experience a problem with a small 

amount of black applicants which suggests that WCFC could benefit by working actively with DM in 

more ways than just legal aspects. 

 

Highhouse et al (1999) claims that black talents value companies that embrace diversity and strive 

towards a diverse work force over a company that is totally free from discrimination. This could be 

noticed among many of the students in the focus groups as they believed no-one is free from prejudice, 
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most of them admitting having many themselves towards black people as well as white people. Some 

of the students pointed out that they prefer an employer that makes them feel appreciated rather than 

one with high BBBEE-scores while others admitted that they paid much value to the BBBEE-ratings 

and see it as a quality mark. This implies that companies in WC should invest resources in the whole 

DM-process. 

De Waal (2007) means that the globalization is constantly increasing and we believe that young 

people world-wide today are more open and less afraid of cultural differences than a couple of 

decades ago, much because of this globalization. This stands in contrast to Caligiuri et al (2010) 

who mean that people always strive for cultural similarity, something the focus group students 

disagreed about, as just mentioned and they also highlighted the importance of a company with 

an EB that stands for a culture where diversity is seen as something valuable.  

A significant problem that the companies in this study experience is the retaining of black talents. This 

further highlights the importance of taking the DM-work to a more advanced level as Ng and Burke 

(2005) mean that this could lead to a reduced turnover together with other benefits such as overall 

improved organizational improvement. As noticed among the participating companies DM-work 

beyond BBBEE and such are perceived as expensive but Ng and Burke’s (2005) study supports 

TalMan’s experience that DM and a diverse workforce can add value to the business. TalMan also 

experience that managers are more willing to listen when DM-work is being presented in an 

improved-business context and therefore we believe it’s important for the HR-department and others 

involved using a business-rhetoric when pitching for DM-resources.  

 

Knouse (2009) further suggest that the DM-work should include cultural sensitive training and try to 

create awareness amongst all the employees. Some students in the focus groups pointed out that it’s as 

equally important for black employees to have diversity training as for white employees since 

prejudices are present among all ethnic groups. WCFC are educating their managers in the theories 

that we tend to recruit people similar to ourselves and we hope this will make the managers at WCFC 

more prone to hire people that have a different background, especially since most of the managers are 

white men. CRL are trying to integrate people with different backgrounds and genders in mentorship 

programs and according to Knouse (2009) knowledge exchange between employees should be 

encouraged. We further believe that this is important to black talents as knowledge exchange is 

supposed to benefit everyone involved and could change the feeling of stigma as the black employee 

are contributing just as much.  
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This is extra important since the companies in our study motivated their DM-work as a way of 

contributing to the society and it sometimes almost sound as they’re dealing with charity rather than a 

competitive advantage. This is supported by Olsen (2010) who means that a great risk when working 

with affirmative action is that the ones being favored tend to feel less valued.  Many of the students, 

especially the female students, felt that the main reasons to why companies in WC would hire them 

would be cause of their ethnicity and/or gender and not because of their competence. TalMan believes 

that companies need to value diverse in order to attract diverse and Rosethorn (2009) and Shen et al. 

(2009) are of the same opinion.  

 

We can see how the companies in our study are clearly focused on the legal parts and that they seem 

to forget reflecting over the stigmatization problematic such as the charity-metaphor and other related 

problematic. Even more important they rarely mention the advantages that a diverse workforce could 

gain. This is a view we share with TalMan as they believe that companies need to understand the true 

benefits of DM as a way to attract, develop and retain the best talents, closely linked to the TM-concept 

of EB (Knouse, 2009 and Rosethorn, 2009).  

5.3 Employer Branding (EB) 

EB can be described as the way of attracting, developing and retaining employees in a 

differential way compared to its competitors through a brand tailored-made towards potential 

and current employees (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002 and 

Parment & Dyhre, 2007).  

The students in our focused group had all been in touch with the term EB in one way or another 

and many of them said that they couldn’t think of working for a company with a weak EB. The 

participating companies all claimed that they’re working actively with their EB and have or are 

going to employ an EB-coordinator. This supports Backhaus and Tikoo’s (2004) idea as they 

mean that EB has gained increased importance in the last decades and is by many valued as 

much as the product- or service brand and the corporate brand. However, TalMan perceives that 

WC companies believe that a strong product- or service brand automatically simplify the EB-

process. Johnson and Robertson (2006) points out the importance of investing time and 

resources into the EB-process and since all participating companies in or study have strong 

service- or product brands we believe it’s important that they’re not relying too much on them 

when working with EB.  

Kaliprasad (2006) also mentions that EB-efforts should be seen as an investment since, properly 

managed, the winnings will outnumber the costs and this is something TalMan have witnessed 
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within their clients. Although we never asked TalMan or the focus groups about any companies 

in particular their general view was that companies could be much better in branding 

themselves as an employer of choice. This more or less forms a perception-gap between the 

companies on one side and the focus groups and TalMan on the other side. Out of the companies 

that we interviewed CRL seems to be the one most confident with their EB, WCFC feel strong 

about their EB but admits there are clear problems with branding themselves towards black 

people.  

IAG had a clear self-awareness regarding an obvious problem with their EB. Just as with TM, the 

EB-strategy must be managed in consideration to national and regional differences and it’s hard 

to be fully successful if not doing so (Rosethorn, 2009). IAG are an example of this as there EB-

work is led by the international HQ with unnoticeable differences between the over 15 countries 

where they have offices. However, IAG South Africa has discussed with the HQ the possibility to 

be given extra resources to tailor their EB, which will allow them to be an exception from the 

international EB-standard. The approval of this requested budget could mean that IAG South 

Africa is a step closer to a stronger and more differentiated EB. We believe that it would mean a 

lot to the WC province if more international companies were allowed to make similar exceptions 

as Rosethorn (2009) stresses the importance of regional adjustment of the EB.  

As mentioned in our theory section Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) divide the EB in three parts, all 

of similar importance: an employee value proposition (EVP), an internal EB (IEB) and an 

external EB (EEB).       

5.3.1 Employee Value Proposition 

An employee value proposition (EVP) can be explained as the unique message of how it is to 

work for a specific organization, in some ways it could be described as the USP for the EB 

towards potential and current employees (Rosethorn, 2009, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004).  

IAG is the participating company with the most developed EVP, they have written strategies and 

they review their EVP every fifth year, although as mentioned earlier, the global HQ, forms the 

EB-strategies, including the EVP. WCFC could be seen as quite bold and intimidating in their EVP 

since it includes elitism, high-performance and excellence. CRL are not currently holding a clear 

EVP but are in the process of starting this process. Rosethorn (2009), stresses the importance of 

regional adjustments of the EVP and we can see that IAG’s size and global position can be an 

issue in an EB-perspective, on the other hand they got access to a great amount of expertise and 
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resources in their TM-work which could be seen as a competitive advantage, especially as these 

resources could be used for adjusting the EVP to the WC-concept.  

Johnson and Robertson (2006), Parment and Dyhre (2009) and Rosethorn (2009) emphasize 

that the EVP, just like the USP, should be unique, reliable and appealing. Several of the student in 

the focus groups experienced that most companies in WC fail to deliver such message and 

TalMan shares this opinion. WCFC’s EVP sends out a clear message that they aim attract and 

reward the high performers and as mentioned earlier this can be perceived intimidating. On the 

other hand it makes them stand out among many WC companies which is extremely important 

(Johnson & Robertson, 2006, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004 & Rosethorn, 2009). It should also be 

pointed out that they during their last EVP revision tried to make the EVP more appealing to a 

broader mass, it’s yet too early to evaluate the outcomes. Parment and Dyhre (2009) and 

Johnson and Robertson (2006) mean that the development of an EVP is a time-consuming 

process which is important for a strong brand like CRL to understand, especially as TalMan 

experience that many companies with a strong USP seem to believe that the EVP could be 

formed quickly despite the fact that they invested enormous resources in developing an USP.  

Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) and Sutherland, Torricelli and Karg (2002) make a 

difference between career- and climate focused statements in the EVP and this is interesting for 

our study since the black talent struggle in WC are related to both career- and culture factors. 

CLR are the only company in our study that includes emotions, such as passion, in their 

employer message, although not yet materialized in an EVP.  

The credibility of the EVP is mentioned by Knouse (2009), Miles and Mangold (2007), Cable and 

Turban (2003) and Arachchige and Robertson (2011) as they all point out that no brand is 

indestructible, including the EB. Unfulfilled EVP-promises is a high risk since it tends to make 

significant damages to the company. Even though the students in the focus groups were 

dissatisfied with how companies fail to different themselves as an employer they were even 

more upset with cases where companies had proved to strongly unfulfilled their promises as an 

employer. To fulfill the EVP-promises is highly linked to IEB 

5.3.2 Internal Employer Branding (IEB) 

IEB is about communicating and fulfilling the EVP-promises to the current employees (Glen, 

2007 and Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). According to Miles and Mangold (2007) this can include 

performance management, competence development and internal communication practices. 

This is important for our study as there is a clear challenge in retaining black talents in WC 
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companies, a retaining problem that is more severe than in most other provinces and countries 

(Lundy 2009, England, 2012 and Wöcke & Sutherland, 2008). CRL have experienced this as they 

often are perceived as a stepping-stone to the next career move, which shows that CRL have not 

reached their full potential in terms of IEB. However, they’re well aware of this and the work 

with developing and EVP will also include strategies about how the EVP can better be 

communicated internally. WCFC have a very performance-based career ladder, still experiencing 

that it’s not satisfying enough for many black talents as they strive for the top in an 

unreasonable short time. This suggests that WCFC should put more effort into encouragement 

and support, something they’re aware of and will look into and Knouse (2009) means that an 

encouraging climate is fundamental in a strong IEB. IAG’s internal career path is just like 

WCFC’s, performance-based and not time-related and offers many optional courses with the aim 

to get the employees to control their own growth.  

As mentioned several times earlier there are career- and culture- related reasons behind the WC 

black talent challenge, and one of the culture-related reasons are the language barriers as a 

significant majority of the WC professional community speak Afrikaans, a language spoken by 

most colored and white people in WC (Lundy, 2009). This tends to leave the black talents with a 

feeling of isolation, especially as the colored and white population has much more cultural 

similarities (Lundy, 2009, McGregor, 2011).  

The students in our focus groups share different stories and experiences regarding how hard it 

is to feel fully included at the work place if you are a black professional as colored and white 

often stick together and that black people stick to themselves. They further mean that this 

pattern is also seen at the university as well as the rest of the community and TalMan shares this 

view and explains that although the problem is often discussed, sensible solutions are rarely 

made. WCFC, a very traditional Afrikaan-company has for example tried to translate all 

documentations into English. All correspondences at IAG are for natural reasons in English since 

they are an international corporation. However both companies believe that it’s impossible to 

control what language people speak in informal situations.  

It is important that the IEB is managed correctly in order to create a strong relationship to its 

employees so they in turn communicates a positive message to people outside the organization 

which is essential to EEB (Johnson & Robertson, 2006, Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). 

The EVP and the IEB is important for talent attraction as well as talent retaining but it also has to 

be communicated to potential employees in order to attract new applicants, this is called 
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External Employer Branding (EEB) (Arachchige & Robertson, 2011, Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 

2005).  

5.3.3 External Employer Branding (EEB) 

EEB include different elements and one crucial part is the recruitment process and it’s important 

to provide a positive image of the company to all the applicants since this will help the 

company’s EB. One way of providing a positive image is to be clear in the communication with 

the applicants as well as providing feedback (Schein, 2004, Tavassoli, 2008). Some students in 

the focus groups experienced that they did not receive enough feedback in the application 

process to internships and part-time jobs. Even when hiring for more senior positions some 

graduates will most likely apply and we believe it’s important for the companies to make these 

graduates feel well treated so they will pass on a positive image of the company to others.  Most 

available positions at IAG South Africa apply to more experienced professionals and CRL are 

starting to notice a higher quote of junior applicants which suggest that these companies should 

emphasize the importance of Schein’s (2004) and Tavassoli’s (2008) arguments.  

Also, many of the students in the focus groups believed that companies tended to put too much 

weight into study results and too little weight on the attitude and the mindset of the applicant. 

This is again supported by Schein (2004) and Tavassoli (2008), as well as TalMan, who argues 

that companies should focus more on identify applicants who fit into the company culture 

instead and less on hard skills such as grade and years of experience. Examples of doing so are 

by conducting interviews, workshops, presentations and aptitude and personality tests. IAG 

include personality test in their application process, although it’s optional. WCFC put a great 

value on grades and CRL believe that they pay more attention to a person’s attitude than his or 

hers academic results and other hard skills. 

Maroko and Uncles (2009) argues that to effectively direct the attention of possible candidates 

an organization must know who they are looking for, where to find them, how to reach them and 

what message to send out. This implies the importance of target groups and communication 

channels.  

5.3.3.1 Target Groups (TG) 

Organizations can benefit a lot by having knowledge about the target group and by segmenting 

the talent pool; this includes demographics, social features or psychographic (Maroko & Uncles, 

2009). Arachchige and Robertson (2011) mean that this is especially important in the EEB-work. 

Possible EB-target groups can be divided into current employees, previous employees, 
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professionals and students (Rosethorn, 2009). D’Addio, Keese and Whitehouse (2010) argues 

that students are a favorable target group and Miles and Mangold (2007) further mean that 

students are more responsive to EB and they’re also more likely to form a perception regarding 

how companies are as an employer.   

As mentioned earlier there is a general perception that Johannesburg is the number one career-

place-to-be and that WC is far behind, this is especially applicable to black South Africans and for 

this there are several career- and culture-related reasons (England, 2012, Lundy, 2009, 

Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002, Hamlyn, 2009). TalMan’s experience is that WC is rarely a 

top of mind career spring board for black students and a significant majority of the students in 

our focus groups were not interested in staying in WC upon graduation. Caligiuri et al (2010) 

mean that culture, through common values, traditions and languages, unites people and 

Southerland, Torricelli and Karg (2002) states that people don’t leave their culture-identity at 

home when going to the work place. TalMan express that WC have many subcultures and that 

the black culture is perceived as being different in aspects such as language and sport and food 

preferences. The interview person in our study from WCFC described the company as a 

conservative and white company and some students in our focus groups meant that this is their 

typical picture of a WC-based company. We believe that WC companies need to get a better 

understanding of these cultural factors and how their EB is perceived by black students, 

especially as culture in the case of South Africa seems to separate people as much as uniting 

them.  

Relating to the above, Lundy (2009) and England (2011) are among those who believe that the 

demographic make-up of WC can perceived as intimidating for black South Africans as around 

25% of the WC population is black compared to the country as a whole where the black South 

Africans are in a clear majority with almost 80 % according to the Mid-year population estimates 

2011 from Statistics: South Africa. TalMan share this opinion as they believe black students 

prefer to work and live in a province where black people are in majority. However the black 

students in our focus groups seemed to pay little value to this fact and mentioned that prejudices 

are around everywhere, that cultural differences are exciting and that young people are more 

open and interested in learning about other cultures. This shows that companies should 

perceive diversity as something valuable that can appeal to the student instead of being 

something negative.  

WC has never had a significant middle class which impacts the sizes of the black professional 

networks in the area (England, 2012, Hamlyn, 2009, Lundy 2009). The students in the focus 
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groups mentioned the importance of role models and the lack of black managers during 

internships and such. CLR believe that it’s very important to have black role models throughout 

the whole organization since many black students are working extra there. This is interesting 

since Olsen (2010) and Sutherland, Torricelli and Karg (2002) argue that mentors and role-

models are extra important for young professionals and for people who are in ethnic minority at 

the work place. However, CRL do mention the problem with keeping the part-time working 

students within the company after graduation which implies that there are more to the problem 

than just the presence of role-models. WCFC admits that they are in short of black professionals 

at management positions and since Hamlyn (2009) and Lundy (2009) states that lack of role 

models is an important reason for black talent management in WC,  WCFC could work  more 

with mentors and promoting black role models. This applies to all participating companies since 

the students in the focus groups seem to be more interested in career-related reasons such as 

career-opportunities, salaries and role-models over cultural reasons such as the blacks not being 

in majority in WC. 

Another interesting experience from TalMan’s point of view is that WC companies tend to make 

perceptions about their targets groups without including the actual target group in the 

discussions but rather leave the strategies to a few HR and marketing experts within the 

company.  This conflicts with Maroko and Uncle’s (2009) view regarding the importance of 

involving representatives from the target group in the strategic EB-work 

TalMan are trying to encourage WC companies put more efforts on targeting students, however 

they profit on their client’s requested services which means that there are limits to what extent 

they can influence the companies. All the companies in our study pointed out the difficulties of 

targeting students as they believe that it’s hard to reach the students at the universities. This is a 

crucial finding since Rosethorn (2009) argues that it’s extremely important for the whole 

society’s wealth that companies and the academic world to collaborate extensively as the 

university years are suppose prepare the students for the future career. TalMan share this 

opinion as they metaphorically compare the universities to plant-schools of further talents that 

need to be nourished by the companies for the talents to grow. Backhaus and Tikoo (2004) also 

state the importance for companies to be present at educational programs that are related to 

their business. CRL mentions that they are trying to market the retailing industry to university 

students as well as to upper-secondary school students which is in line with Backhaus and 

Tikoo’s (2004) statement.  
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All the companies admit that students have not been an enough prioritized target group but 

have started to recognize the need to work more proactively with students. For example, all 

three companies have or are thinking about hiring an EEB-coordinator which will hopefully take 

the EB-work towards students to the next and to a more strategically level.  

However, both IAG and WCFC express that they tend to focus on experienced black professionals 

and this is also TalMan’s perception. TalMan explains that the reason for this is that this takes 

fewer resources than to hire graduates Although there are some clear advantages by hiring 

experienced talents Miles and Mangold (2007) points out that students tend to be more keen on 

performing their very best and prove that the company made the right choice to employ them 

despite their lack of long-time experience. We also believe that companies, by offering graduates 

the chance to start off a career will affect their overall EB towards students. This is also 

supported by the student focus groups as many of the students pointed out that they keep an eye 

on where previous graduates had their first professional job.  This is problematic for WC 

companies as many black students go to Johannesburg to start off their career which implies 

that the companies should try to provide black students with graduate career opportunities.   

Backhaus (2004) argues that targeting students is a valuable strategy for organizations as this 

will let them develop their communication channels more effectively since students are quite a 

gathered target group and susceptible to communication efforts.  

5.3.3.2 Communication Channels (CC) 

It’s important to use different channels to communicate the EB to the target group in order to 

attract them and this is just as important as communicating the product- or service brand and 

the corporate brand (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, Sutherland, Torricelli & Karg, 2002). There are 

many EB-CC’s when targeting students. However, the companies in this study seem to only use 

some of the possible CC’s suggested by Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005). They partly 

explain this by the limited access to this target group due to difficulties in collaborating with the 

WC universities. CC’s can be categorized according to their quality and intensiveness as well as 

their scope (Hieronimus, Schaefer & Schröder, 2005). 

Parment and Dyhre (2009) argue that the EEB is about creating awareness and interest amongst 

potential employees and TalMan stress to their clients the importance of using many CC’s. This is 

supported by the students in the focus groups who mentioned that they could not even name 

one company in WC that they would be interested in working for which suggest that WC 

companies must be much more offensive in their EEB-work. This is important as Backhaus 
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(2004) stress that attraction between person and organization will only occur if the parties 

experience a sense of similarity. 

Although mass-advertising reaches a big number of receivers it lacks the ability of creating a 

strong relationship to the respondent. The black students in the focus group experience that WC 

companies are putting a lot of effort on fancy websites and lavish ads instead of communicating 

in a more personal way. This can again partly be explained by the companies’ perceived 

difficulty to reach the students at their university campus. We believe that this is unfortunate as 

Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) argues that personal experience oriented CC’s are 

crucial in developing a string relationship with the respondents, although it’s only reaching a 

few.  

Something that is interesting to discuss in a WC context is that minorities and women seem to be 

more susceptible to adverts that shows pictures of a diverse workforce as they can relate to this 

pictures and feel an organizational fit (Knouse, 2009). However, the students in our focus groups 

seemed to be saturated with these pictures since they experienced that all companies uses them, 

thus no employer stand out diversity wise. Also TalMan means that companies need to find new 

CC’s to communicate diversity to differentiate to its competitors. We believe that this is related 

to the problematic of trying to stay unique yet appeal to the big mass when communicating EB to 

diversities (Kaliprasad, 2009).  

WCFC for example use an external agency to design advertising material and maybe companies 

need to be more involved in this work instead of relying to the agency’s to design “politically 

correct” pictures. We also believe that companies are often avoiding to differ too much from 

their competitors when communicating with black students as they rather “play it safe” than 

doing something that could be perceived as offending due to DM’s sensitive nature. This could be 

unbeneficial since research results show that external employment messages are extra 

important when communicating with minorities since their access to referrals and informal 

sources are limited (Ng & Burke, 2005).  

There are midways between the impersonal information oriented CC’s and the more personal 

experience orientated CC’s, examples of this in a student context is direct marketing, online 

games, career fares, student dinners, sponsorships of awards for excellent students and campus 

presentation. The interviews with the studied companies revels that these are used to a 

sometimes minimal extent. WCFC occasionally gives guest lectures and CRL arranges annual 

career dinners and provide some sponsorships. TalMan expresses that they believe that WC 
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companies could do much more with this type of CC’s. We agree with this as they are more 

personal than mass communicating yet not as resource demanding as one-to-one CC’s which is 

also stated by Rosethorn (2009).  

One CC that is being used by all the participating companies is internships and according to 

Hieronimus, Schaefer and Schröder (2005) internships provide a high level of quality in terms of 

creating strong bond to potential employees thus increases the value and fosters organizational 

culture. We further believe that internships are important to communicate role models, based 

on the statements made by a majority of the students in the focus groups. Hieronimus, Schaefer 

and Schröder (2005) give example of other personal experience orientated CC’s such as 

workshops and joint projects with universities, something that none of the companies in our 

study seemed to use.  

We believed that the participating companies had a quite poor awareness of what is being 

communicated between black university students regarding WC companies EB, so called word of 

mouth. Actually, word of mouth is an often underestimated CC and this is unfortunate since this 

is the most effective EEB-tool of them all according to Johnson and Robertson (2006). Another 

CC that is heavily influenced by word of mouth and hard for companies to control is social media 

(Rosethorn, 2009) 

5.3.4 EB through social media 

Social media have gained a lot more attention during the last years and social media have been 

recognized by many companies as an important EB-tool (Rosethorn, 2009). Social media 

includes but are not limited to Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, You Tube, Internet communities and 

blogs (Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010). It’s clear from the focus group discussions that the 

participating students all paid a lot of value into social media and actively searches for 

information online regarding employers and that the result effects how they perceive the 

company’s EB. This is supported by Langheinrich and Karjoth (2010) who mean that students 

and young professionals are highly present on social media. TalMan believes that WC companies 

tend to underestimate this and that companies could benefit from having a social media-strategy 

that includes social media from an EB-approach and Langheinrich and Karjoth (2010) argues 

that social media have become one of the most important EB-tools.  

IAG discusses the pro and cons of Facebook and mentions that although having a global 

Facebook-page it’s quite general in its appearance and more informative than communicative. 

Rybalko and Seltzer (2010) believe that in order to fully benefit from social media in an EB-
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context it’s important for the company to interact with the users and keep a dialog which implies 

that IAG should strive towards a more two-way form of communication on social media.  

WCFC have experienced negative effects of social media as they have seen negative comments 

and strong critique from people who claim to be current or previous employees. This is an 

unavoidable risk with social media since they’re hard to control and can in worst case destroy an 

EB that has been taking years to build; no brand is indestructible (Arachchige & Robertson, 

2011, Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010). 

They have also seen positive effects as they are highly active on LinkedIn and believe that it’s 

great for their EB. However, a majority of students in the focus group did not have a LinkedIn-

account and this implies that companies should encourage students to be active on LinkedIn. 

Similar, the students could benefit from being present on LinkedIn since this is a tool especially 

for EEB as it’s becoming more and more popular as a recruitment tool for companies as well for 

candidates to build a professional brand according to Harris and Rae (2011). We believe that 

LinkedIn could be advantageous for black students as it could be a relatively accessible arena to 

grow a professional network.  

The students in the focus groups value input and opinions from friends and family highly and 

Van Hoye and Lievens (2009) mean that word-of-mouth from people we know is the word-of-

mouth we value the most. Van Hoye and Lievens (2009) further means that this is extra 

applicable to social media and students in the focus groups explained how they take friends and 

families experiences in consideration when evaluating a company’s EB. 

Social media can improve a company’s EB and especially companies with a conservative image 

can benefit from social media presence as this will make people perceive the company as 

youthful and trendy (Langheinrich & Karjoth, 2010). This should apply to WCFC as they admit 

that they are often perceived as traditional, but also other WC companies as some students in 

the focus groups mentioned that many WC companies are conservative and that social media is a 

way for companies in WC to display a more modern side to the students. However, it’s important 

that the WC companies don’t overdo it and try to be something they’re not as we believe this 

could make them loose credibility as an EB has to be reliable according to Backhaus and Tikoo 

(2004). We further think that WC companies should have in mind to use English when 

communicating on social media, even if they receive a comment or question in Afrikaans. This 

since the black population in WC often tends to be omitted as most of them don’t speak 

Afrikaans (Lundy, 2009).  
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Although social media are associated with risks as well as possibilities they’ll here to stay so WC 

companies should try to benefit from them as much as they can and develop strategies to 

minimize the risks that they may cause.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

This final chapter will present the conclusion of this thesis. Based on the analysis we will start by 

discussing and answer our sub questions in order to thereafter answer the main research question. 

Thereafter we’ll present a section with some concluding recommendations. Finally, we will 

highlight the limitations of this thesis and give recommendations for further research. 

 

6.2 Answering the research questions 

World-wide there are an increasing struggle to attract, develop and retain talents which is due to 

several factors such as the globalization, the mobility on the labor market, the knowledge-based 

society and the employee’s status as the organizations most valuable asset. Research has shown 

the benefits of talent management as a way of gaining competitive advantages. The talent 

struggle differs nationally as well as regionally and the companies in Western Cape Province 

(WC) of South Africa are dealing with a critical challenge on its labor market regarding attracting 

and retaining black talents. In order to come to terms with this challenge it’s been suggested that 

there’s a need to focus on graduate recruitment from the WC universities. The main research 

question, which is the focal point for this thesis, is the following: How do Western Cape 

companies use Employer Branding (EB) to attract black students studying at Western-Cape 

universities? 

We will start by answering the sub research questions in order to benefit the answering of the 

main question: 

 How are Western Cape companies working with their Employer Brand to attract black students?  

How is the Employer Branding-work from Western Cape-based companies perceived and preferred 

by black university students in the Western Cape area? 

The first sub question concerns how Western Cape companies are working with their 

Employer Brand to attract black students.  Our empirical findings show that all the companies in 

this study are familiar with the EB-concept and work strategically within this area. They all 

experience the difficulty of attracting and retaining black talents. The analysis demonstrates that 

the companies are trying to include DM in their EB-work, although most on the part that 

concerns legal aspects, a focus that the agency in our study agree upon although they wish for 

the WC companies to have a more value-based approach do DM. There are some distinctive 
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differences between the three companies EVP, moreover, there are some serious failures when it 

comes to connecting their IEB and EEB and communicating there EVP. A common pattern is that 

the companies experience that the universities are not as cooperative as they would wish and 

that this affects their ability to use different CC’s to their full potential.  Through our analysis we 

can deduce that targeting black students are a somehow complicated to manage due to its 

sensitive nature and that they are finding it hard to reach the target group black students. 

According to the analysis the WC companies are from the agency’s perspective underestimating 

the amount of resources that have to be devoted to a successful EB- and DM-work as well as the 

importance of having a close collaboration with universities and other companies when 

branding WC as a career destination. 

The second sub question concentrates on how the Employer Branding-work from Western 

Cape-based companies are perceived and preferred by black university students in the Western 

Cape area. We can conclude that the students in the focus groups were clearly unsatisfied with 

the EB-work from WC companies and the fact that no one could name a company in WC they 

wish to work for implies that the WC companies lack to, regardless if its fulfilled or not,  

communicate a reliable, differentiating and appealing EVP. The analysis demonstrates that 

Johannesburg is a strong competitor to WC as a career destination and that WC lack black role 

models. Thus the students felt that the DM-efforts from companies where strongly focused on 

legal fulfillments instead of embracing diversity which some experienced as stigmatizing, few 

found diversity adverts appealing. Our empirical findings show that the students felt that the 

companies were more interested in black professionals than black students and that the 

companies did not interact with them during their education. Our empirical findings show that 

the students valued personal experience oriented and personal information orientated CCs over 

impersonal oriented. In addition they perceived that WC companies are not present enough on 

social media and that word of mouth has a very strong impact on this group. Through our 

analysis we can also see that the agency perceived that WC companies tend to overestimate their 

EB-efforts and that they are far from reaching their full potential in targeting black students, 

both in terms of using a variety of CC’s and of knowing the target group black students. 

Since the sub questions just have been answered we will now answer the main research 

question:  

How do Western Cape companies use Employer Branding to attract black students studying at 

Western-Cape universities?  
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The field study shows that all participants acknowledge the WC struggle for black talents as the 

demand is far higher than the supply and that it should be put high up on the agenda. Previous 

studies have shown the advantages of working strategically with EB and DM as Talent 

Management-strategies that can lead to competitive advantages, a strengthening of the 

organizational culture and motivated, loyal and engaged employees.  

From the conducted case study it’s hard to determine how the EB-efforts correlates and 

integrates with the DM-efforts.  What can be concluded from our empirical findings is that some 

aspects of EB and DM are receiving much attention while other parts stand more in the shadow. 

As an example we can mention that legal aspects of DM are much more empathized than 

diversity as a valuable asset for the organization and that the EVP, IEB and EEB-work are to 

different extents lacking coherency.  

Although we discussed WC companies in general with the student focus groups and the agency 

and not the three case companies we still would like to point out a clear incoherency. This 

incoherency concerns the companies’ perception of what they can offer the students as a WC-

employer and the students’ perception of what they can benefit of being an employee for a WC 

company.  

Our theoretical frame of reference contains an own designed model that illustrates the 

interactions and parallels between the different theoretical components.  For example are the 

EB-concept linked with the DM-concept in the aim of targeting black students. In our critical 

examination of the case companies we can see connections relating to this model where the 

different parts overlap in the empirical findings as well as in the analysis, however not always as 

distinct as in the model. Thus concludes that the participants in this study does not link the 

concepts as clearly as the model indicates which can be interpreted that these concepts are 

complicated to integrate as we’ve discussed earlier. However, according to our, empirical 

findings, we can see relations between the different components. This motivates the need for 

increased collaboration and discussion between different actors involved. Our analysis shows 

that the EB work from WC-companies towards black students in WC are far from optimal. We 

can see two main reasons for this; the first one being the lack of integration between the 

academicals and the companies. The second one concerns the WC companies’ lack of knowledge 

regarding black students as a target group as well as knowledge about the efficacy of different 

communication channels.  We believe that the different components in our model must be better 

integrated as a way of fully utilize the work of attracting black students.   
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According to the conclusions above we believe that the purpose of this thesis has been reached 

and we can state that the participating companies, together with other WC companies, are facing 

tremendous challenges in terms of black talent management. The strategies to deal with these 

challenges will most likely continue to differ among the companies and so will their way of 

working with EB and DM. 

6.2 Recommendations 

TalMan explains that career-hungry students are usually more driven towards Johannesburg 

and that WC companies shouldn’t try to compete with this but instead focus on what makes WC 

different and highlights work-leisure-balance, innovation, creativity and that professionals are 

less controlled than in Johannesburg. This is interesting since Ng and Burke (2005) and 

Highhouse et al (1999) mean that DM can create an innovative and creative workplace that 

attracts talents. It’s even more interesting when comparing the three companies in the study, 

CRL wants to be a workplace with a supportive and creative environment where employees help 

each other, quite similar to what TalMan describes could be distinctive for WC companies. WCFC 

on the other hand has a very competitive and career-focused work environment that embraces 

performance. Finally, there is IAG, an international company that can offer exciting career-

opportunities abroad. In addition to the above the students in our focus groups clearly declared 

that they weren’t satisfied with the EB and DM work of WC companies. 

This opens up for a few suggestions: 

According to Maroko and Uncles (2009) people do have different preferences when deciding 

whether an employer is interesting or not and this is extremely important for companies to 

understand in their EB-work towards black students. And as we mentioned earlier there are 

some contra dictionary essentials in the context of trying to perform a high level of DM 

simultaneously with successful EB (Edwards and Kelan, 2011). Although we’re not capable to 

present a complete solution for the companies in our study we’ve put together a 

recommendation for each company based on the result of our study: 

 WCFC could attract black students that like a competitive and career driven climate, a 

climate that is often associated with Johannesburg and focus on student activities such as 

contests and fancy dinners. However, they will probably still have a hard time attracting 

black students if they’re not dealing with their image as a white organization where it’s 

hard for black talents to fit in.  
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 The fact that students and young professionals today seem to be more open to cultural 

influences and more exciting to learn about different culture should be more embraced 

by IAG as they can offer an international work environment and an international career. 

There student activities could focus around lectures and events that involve 

international staff members. 

 

 CRL are close to how TalMan describes the benefits of working in WC; more relaxed, 

more social, more innovative and less controlled which is important since young people 

today tend to value a work place where they can be highly engaged and involved. CRL 

could probably acknowledge this more aggressively and arrange student events such as 

sport tournaments.   

Finally, all participants in our study; the consultant agency, the companies and the student focus 

groups, experienced that the collaboration between the WC companies and the universities 

could improve tremendously. We therefore recommend the universities to be more open when 

companies try to create relations and for the companies and universities to involve the students 

in this in order to create interactions. We encourage initiatives to make the cooperation between 

the different actors more productive and rewarding since we believe that this could lead to some 

really valuable results for WC talent challenge.  

6.3 Limitations of the thesis 

Our minor field study is based on a multiple case study where we interviewed a representative 

each from three different companies and one consultant agency and four student focus groups 

sessions with twenty-one students in total.  A larger amount of participating companies as well 

as additional student focus group sessions would have enabled us to make more generalizations 

regarding WC companies EB-work towards black students. However, our research strategy can 

be legitimized by the fact that our ambition never has been to generalize, but to gain an 

increased understanding for a certain topic. It would have enriched our study to interview more 

concerned parties such as professors at the universities, labor-market-oriented ministry officials 

and journalist. This way we would have attacked the problem discussion from more angles due 

to the great complexity of the problem but limited resources prevented us to do so. However, we 

still believe that we gained a relatively high empirical saturation as we were able to reveal 

patterns regarding WC companies EB-work towards black students.  
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6.4 Suggestions for further research 

We’ve become passionate and highly interested in this studies area and believe that WC could 

benefit from further research regarding this area.  Based on our minor field study and our 

conclusions we have identified several areas suitable and some of these will be presented next. 

We find it interesting and appropriate to further investigate how EB and DM interact in order to 

get a more comprehensive picture of their interrelations.  We would also gladly welcome studies 

that contain larger collections of empirical findings which could imply more generalized results. 

As our study reveals that there are different perceptions between the students and the 

companies regarding the outcome of the companies EB-efforts we recommend studies that 

suggest how WC companies can tailor their EB-strategies to reach the black students. Our study 

focus on EB towards black students since there’s an obvious difficulty to attract black talents in 

WC. However, as mentioned in the introduction, there is also a challenge to attract and retain 

black professionals for WC companies implying that black professionals as a target group for EB 

could be a valuable focus in further research. As the black talent struggle is extra severe for the 

WC metropolitan area we recommend research that focus on how the WC and CP brand 

themselves in a career context. Finally, we would like to encourage companies, stakeholders, 

organizations, universities, politicians, student associations and other parties to collaborate 

more when it comes to research and action plans regarding WC’s black talent struggle. 
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8. APPENDIX 

8.1 Appendix 1 

8.1.2 Interview guide – Western Cape case companies 

Background questions 

 What is your background and current position? 

 How does your company work with Talent Management? 

 What are the biggest challenges for your company in a talent aspect?  

Employer Branding (EB) 

 How does your company work with EB? 

 Do you have a stated Employer Value Proposition (EVP)? 

 Does your EB efforts focus on Internal Employer Branding och External Employer Branding? 

 What are your stengthts and weaknesses in terms of EB? 

 Do you have a specific position or someone responsible for the EB? 

Diversity Management (DM) 

 How does your company work with DM? 

 Does your DM efforts focus on legalisational requirements or making us of/appreciate 
diversity as a competetive advantage? 

 What are your stengthts and weaknesses in terms of DM? 

 Do you have a specific position or someone responsible for the DM? 

Student Employer Branding and diversity 

 How do you work with EB for the target group students? 

 How does your company collaborate with universities? 

 Is diversity taken under consideration when Employer Branding towards students and if so, 
how? 

 Which communication channels are used when communication towards students? 

 Do you have a specific position or someone responsible for the student EB/graduate/studet 
recruitment? 

 Is there any further information you would like to add? 
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7.2 Appendix 2: 

7.2.1 Interview guide – Talent Management Consultant Agency 

Background questions 

 What is your background and current position? 

 Describe how you work as consultants with TM? 

 What are the biggest challenges you see in Western Cape companies in a talent aspect?  

Employer Branding (EB) 

 Lies the focus mainly on IEB or EEB? 

 How do you perceive that EB strategies are used in Western Cape-based companies? 

 What do you perceive as Western Cape companies’ strengths and weaknesses in terms of EB? 

Diversity Management (DM) 

 Does your consultant work focus on legalization or making us/appreciate diversity? 

 How do you perceive that DM strategies are used in Western Cape-based companies? 

 What do you perceive as Western Cape companies strengths and weaknesses in terms of DM? 

 Lies the focus mainly on legal fulfillments or diversity as a valuable competitive advantage 
among WC companies in their DM-work? 

Student Employer Branding and diversity 

 How do you as consultants work with EB for companies when the target group is students? 

 In your opinion, how is diversity taken under consideration when Employer Branding towards 
students? 

 How do you perceive that Western Cape companies work with EB and DM for the target group 
black students? 

 How do you perceive that Western Cape companies collaborate with universities in the area of 
EB? 

 Is diversity taken under consideration when Employer Branding towards students and if so, 
how? 

 Which communication channels do you perceive are mostly used in communication with 
students? 

 Is there any further information you would like to add 
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7.3 Appendix 3: 

7.3.1 Interview guide – Student Focus Groups 

Employer Branding (EB) 

 What do you know about the term EB? 

 How would you describe a strong Employer Brand and why? 

Diversity Management (DM) 

 

 How important is a diverse workforce for you and why? 

 What is DM for you? 

 How do Western Cape-based companies put efforts and resources into emphasizing 

diversity at the workplace? 

EB towards black students 

 How does Western Cape-based companies put efforts and resources into brand them self 

as future employers for students at Western Cape universities? 

 How do you perceive that your university and Western Cape-based companies are 

collaborating in providing future career opportunities for students?  

 How attractive are Western Cape-based companies for black professionals/talents? 

 Why do you think it’s hard for Western Cape-based companies to attract and recruit 

black graduates/young professionals/talents?  

 What could Western Cape-based companies do better to attract black student? 

 Are you planning on staying and pursue a career in the Western Cape upon graduation, 

why/why not? 

 What could Western Cape companies do to make you stay here upon graduation? 

 What communication channels do you believe are mostly used for students by Western 

Cape-based companies? And which communication channels do you prefer/believe are 

the most efficient? 

 Are diversity, in your opinion, communicated through these channels and if so, in what 

way? 

 How do you think companies could be better at communicating and brand themselves 

towards black students? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Linnaeus University – a firm focus on quality and competence 
 
On 1 January 2010 Växjö University and the University of Kalmar merged to form Linnaeus University. This  

new university is the product of a will to improve the quality, enhance the appeal and boost the development 

potential of teaching and research, at the same time as it plays a prominent role in working closely together with 

local society. Linnaeus University offers an attractive knowledge environment characterised by high quality and  

a competitive portfolio of skills. 

 

Linnaeus University is a modern, international university with the emphasis on the desire for knowledge, creative 

thinking and practical innovations. For us, the focus is on proximity to our students, but also on the world around 

us and the future ahead. 
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